
The following are answers to the Technology and Safety Levy Student Input Survey open-ended questions. Each question 

is listed, followed by the open-ended answers. The comments have not been edited for spelling or punctuation. For 

publication on our website, comments that identify, or by the nature of the reference could lead to the identification of 

the respondent or OSD personnel or students, comments that contain accusations/sensitive information, and/or 

profanity have been removed and noted in brackets. 

 

What features would you like to have in a school issued device? 

I don’t know 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Faster, mine gets really slow with lots of tabs. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Everything is great 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I can’t think of any specific improvements, the devices work properly and are a major improvement upon computers I’ve 

been using in the past in my education. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like to continue having the touchscreen 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Not having as many websites blocked 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Faster speed, no lag. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

touch screen and a mouse (add-on) 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A better computer 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A working trackpad 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 



 

Im fine with what i have now 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none - i use macbook since im a running start student 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The lock button to work and lock you CB when needed 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

not grammarly and good music and video editing software 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

short battery life, the screen at times acts as if it is being clicked randomly 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Google hangouts/chats in gmail. It would help if people don't like their emails being spammed. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Got no clue what this question is asking. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

stop blocking web sites - need them for classes 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

touch screen 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Only p0rn sites blocked 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

nothing? 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Maybe letting kids play a few more games during like lunch hours 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 



Everything is good right now 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Outer customization (stickers, cases), Shimejji, Google web store unlocked, more social media sites unlocked, AND, the 

ability to run and download more files. But I suppose all of that can be handled with getting the Google Web Store 

unlocked. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'd like to be able to use Python and Photoshop. I'd also like to have a bigger keyboard. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

unblocked Spotify or music apps 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'd like to have less lag, and a bit less restricted. What I mean by that is, my chromebook is very restricted and even 

blocks some videos that my teachers are sending me to help me with school work. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Adblock. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Stickers 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Eliminating blockers that sometimes restrict access to important things and links. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Be able to add extensions. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Easy portability is incredibly useful when I have to use it frequently and have to take it places. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Larger screen 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Better connection times, these are REALLY slow 

Ninth Grade 



Olympia HS 

 

one that does not freeze when I open for than 3 tabs.  windows computers.  a pen with a hard tip. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Money printer 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

no lag 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Headphones 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing really 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

A lot of school sights get blocked when we are using that sight for Homework 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing 

Seventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Touch screen only in tablet mode would be nice, so that you don't accidentally close something. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Not a whole lot 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Get devices that are wifi 6 capable. Then upgrade routers/extenders so they output wifi 6. (This could get expensive) 

More ram in computers to multi task easier 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i have no idea 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

it would be cool to have a mouse with the computer 

Ninth Grade 



Capital HS 

 

Not having Securly 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Maybe a camera lens blocker 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I would like to be able to print at home, not just at school. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Phone chargers 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I love the touch screen I have on mine maybe more reading to you options 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I wouldn't know, I don't use osd chromebooks. 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Just somthing that I can get my work done with. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

A chromebook case or bag would be very helpful. It would make carrying the chromebook around way easier. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

i dont know 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

An actual desktop-everything on the chromebook is done though google drive and there isn't really a good way to 

navigate though files like in the Finder on Macbooks. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'd like the keys to work more consistently-I frequently need to readjust the keys as they are easily knocked off. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Thinner chromebook. 

Eleventh Grade 



Capital HS 

 

I want the type on touchscreen thing back. And not as many sites blocked 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

better volume would be very nice, they're super quiet 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Word 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

none 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I dont know 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

current chromebooks at the high school are fine as is 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More customization. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

a stylus 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

They're good as they are 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

They blocked cookie clicker, stomped,io, etc 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Windows 10, not chrome OS 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Better bluetooth capabilities. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 



 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

What I have now is fine 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Bigger screen, faster response time, etc. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

A mouse 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

macbook 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Include a mouse 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

If we could put stickers on our chromebook. Also be able to play computer games on the chrome book. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

more google chrome extension, AND UNBLOCK MUSIC WEB PLAYERS PLSSSSS!!!!!!!! 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

A case that actually fits it, preferably one with a handle. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

More processing power and RAM (not chromebooks) 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better touch screen fingerprint scanner 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 



Spotify 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

it takes up a lot of room in my backpack. I have limited space to be lugging around a computer that I have only used on 

two occasions thus far in the school year. As of right now it is taking up space that is greatly needed by any of my 

materials from my 4 AP classes.  

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i think it would be nice if a slightly wider variety of games was enabled 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

i would like to have dark mode. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The computer should have at bigger screen size of at least 13” with a properly scaled up screen resolution too. The 

computer should not waste it’s form factor on protective bezels. It shall not have a full body of plastic. The computer 

shall not have ChromeOS. It is too limiting and we the students can not do anything productive on them. No software is 

downloadable with ease of access. Next point is to include a faster processor. The students shall not be limited by their 

computers whether that is through the software or the hardware. CPU and GPU are really slow in the 3100s. They lag at 

the presence of a few tabs. Machines shall have freedoms to the students such as no present spyware such as Securly or 

any monitoring softwares natively inside the machines. The monitoring will only be on the networks that are managed 

by the schools, and in this lead, games and everything except for dangerous material will be removed from any blacklist. 

-Trackpad troubles. They are a pain to use. Provide the people with mice that are of quality. 

-Camera troubles. They are also a pain to use and they are fine because all computers have camera layouts like the 

current ones. But please find a solution as teachers require students to use thy chromebook cameras to take pictures. 

Which brings me to the next point. 

-Low camera quality. Please improve this. 

To summarize. The machines should have a bigger screen size and a higher resolution.  The machines will be slimmer 

and made with higher quality materials then plastic.  The computers will run anything except for ChromeOS in reasons of 

ability. Windows 11 and MacOS, Linux are great options.  The computers will be able to download anything as long there 

is a malware detector inside.  The computers will have at least 4 cores in CPU and a improved Graphics Unit.  There will 

be full freedoms to each student.  No spyware on computers natively, only monitoring on school managed network.\  All 

currently blacklisted sites and services are to be unblocked.  Improve navigation with mice.  Improve user-comfort ability 

with better camera. 

I believe that these requests are not much as it is 2021 and these 3100s we have are simply too weak. These requests 

are all packed into the machine except the mouse. These requests should be able to be met. These words are coming 

from a ninth grader. There are kids that use these Chromebooks more than me, who has a personal computer at home 

which is way more powerful. They and I and we the kids need more. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Apple music or free spotify so if we want to study or do homework we can have something to listen besides youtube 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 



Less lag 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Touch screen, large screen, good camera resolution. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Idk 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Bigger screan, audio port, hdmi port, more USB ports, 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i would like tanks roaming around the school 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

more comfortable keyboard 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I think these Chromebooks are adequate. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i feel like access to being able to download useful chrome extensions would be nice. there is one that i really want, it’s 

like a study timer and study music extension 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The ones this one already has, thank you. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Gramerly 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

A bigger chrome book case 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

My Chromebook is sufficient, I like that it has a blue-light blocking feature, it helps me not get headaches when looking 

at it for a while doing schoolwork. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 



Like to have windows 10 or 11 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Probably like not block literally everything. I mean, you blocked google doodles. They shouldn't be blocked, and 

sometimes even you block things that  a teacher wants us to see or go on. Also, the chromebooks at Washington have a 

camera on the front (near 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Developer tools(Linux) available as well as inspect(ctrl+shift+i) allowed. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

None. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Incognito mode 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

There used to be very nice drawing art (autodesk sketchbook I think) that was a wonderful resource for me. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

What I have is just fine 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'd like it if less items were blocked on youtube/other platforms. Sometimes I can't even access videos my teachers 

recommend because of securely. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

these are fine 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Unsure. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

bring laptop to school 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

 



more touch screen.a pen on the side and flip able. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I would like it to be less heavy. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

access to sites such as all long such as canvas,Kahoot,etc. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Longer battery power 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Not sure, but maybe less things blocked on the chromebooks? (I know that's securly not the district, but I still think there 

are a lot of helpful things that are blocked) 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

less weirdly blocked sites; securly prevents me from going to normal websites 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i want to put sticker on my chromebook somekids do but we're not supposed to i want to be able to 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

No securly  ,a way to call teachers, has a pen just like the Surface Pen, the Apple Pencil, the Active Pen and the S Pen 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

There are way to many things blocked for 9-12 we can’t even play music while we work at home on the computers. 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Not as heavy keys; not having to push so hard when typing. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Google 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Windows OS instead of Chrome OS 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



there is no new features that I think are necessary for a school issued device. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Touchscreen, tabletmode 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Camera cover 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing I am complely fine with it 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Some of my keys don't press well. When I try to switch to the international keyboard, I can't get some of the accents. 

The chromebook sleeves are too tight and hard to put on, it would be nice if the sleeves were easy to put on. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Not everything restricted especially on youtube 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Allow me to use the google game player 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

ADD A STYLUS OBVIOUSLY 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

It to be smaller, and have a case. It heavy in my backpack nd im worried it will break 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like it to be easyer to send videos or recording, esecully if it is on the computer, this might be helpful if I have  

recording, uselly from band, that I need to share, but I never figure it out quickly. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Everything that the Chromebooks already have, plus better camera features (too grainy), and a reliable photoshop app 

(chrome canvas lacks features and was never useful to me). 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



Longer battery life, lighter weight 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Being able to decorate? Also maybe a mouse? 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Touch screen or a tablet with a key board 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Bag for Chromebook 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

it’d be nice if we had school issued headphones. i know those are sometimes required and a lot of students don’t have 

the time to get them from the library and/or can’t afford to get their own. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'm not sure. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

touch screen 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Some of the programs we have to use for class don't run well on school chromebooks, like desmos, which can overheat 

the chromebook and shut it down altogether. Also, I wish that all news sources would be unblocked, because sometimes 

I have to read articles assigned by teachers on my phone which doesn't connect to the school wifi. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I wouldn't like to have anything changed, I like it just the way it is, but I would not be apposed to having a different 

computer or any other changes. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

A little more freedom 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



its fine 

Tenth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Grammerly would be nice 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Nothing that I could think of 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

It might be nice to have a portable charger available seeing as there are only so many plug-ins for students that need to 

charge their Chromebooks. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Not as many restrictions. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Something usable and durable 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I can't think of anything to add 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

A school issued case would be nice 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Anything is ok 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

The ability to access all of the stuff that you need to access at school 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Longer Battery Life 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Bigger screen 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



I like the rounded corners on all edges, provides a safer handling, I also like the touch screens. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

spotify 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Just make sure all the features function properly. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Faster loading speeds 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like the outer case to have a strap so it doesn't get cracked or pressurized in my backpack. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like to have a less heavy computer 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Have IPads with keyboards instead of the chrome books 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

To have lots of tabs open and make it so the computer wont crash because of it. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

These computers don't stay charged and black out do not save work GET NEW COMPUTERS PLEASE 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i dont really care 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

reliability 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



I’d prefer a Windows OS or a Mac OS computer 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

access to communication, but overall everything is fine for learning purposes. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Touch screen 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

touchscreen 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Accessories 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Using windows and being able to install our own apps would be nice 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Maybe a touch pen so the Chromebook is not dirty? 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Touch screen, bigger, lightweight 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

An easier way to type in other languages, Spanish teacher has tried getting the board to give permission for the site she 

used to use, but they either haven't responded, or said yes and nothing was done about it.  TL;DR  Built in thing that has 

other languages fonts? 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Better keyboard and a bigger screen 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The search restrictions can hamper the ability to research at times. The fire wall can be a bit strict in certain situations 

where it normally wouldn't be.  Another issue I often face is the inability to install your own chrome extensions. I 

somewhat understand this from a security standpoint; however, it really only limits my own, and other students, 

academic capabilities/ease of use. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



Something to make the computers load faster. These Chromebooks are so slow, they make the turtle look like the 

jackrabbit. 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

The ability to use Netflix, Spotify, and Disney plus but only after school hours for Netflix and Disney plus. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

The touch screen for some of them is hard sometimes. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Nothing I don’t already have in the chrome book 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would appreciate a chromebook cover, and something that tells you where the chromebook is if I ever loose it. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The Chromebook can get 'mad' at me if I forget to shut it down, and really long Google documents (as well as some 

other random sites) make it slow and it freezes often. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Enough headphones to supply the people who need it the most. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I would appreciate more search freedom and ability to use settings! Very good devices though, I like mine a lot and use 

it even when I'm not in school. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

touch screen better or non laggy computer 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

If it means like an app maybe allow a drawing type app to the computer that's a little more professional like more 

brushes and colors and stuff than the "chrome canvas". 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

 



I would like a better camera and microphone even though we are not on zoom for now if we have to make videos in 

class it would be nice to have something better than the Chromebooks. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

youtube stuff not blocked 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

As a running start student, I'd like to be able to install educational applications as my professors require them. It's quite 

a bit of a hassle right now. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

? 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like to have a bigger screen, the current screen size on the Chromebooks makes it difficult to complete work. In 

addition a faster computer would be nice, often times the Chromebooks now are slow or are unable to load Schoology 

pages, Skyward or Gmail. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More ways to communicate then just email, and zoom 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Bigger screen 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

The touch pad is too hard to click. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Maybe have the keyboard be more easy to type on.  I sometimes have trouble typing quickly. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't personally need one but my brother had to buy his own mouse to connect to his computer because his touch pad 

worked but it didn't work for him. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 



I really like the touch screens but I don't think the computers need anything else. Maybe something to clean the screen 

because they get dirty from handprints. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Tap Screen. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

im fine with it 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Long-lasting battery 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I do not know 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I would like it if it wasn't a Chromebook next time. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

whenever my chromebook dies I lose all my tabs. On my personal chromebook it has a feature where you can restore 

tabs that were lost when it died. is this something that is possible? 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Having more thins unblocked, like spotify, and other websites used at school. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

the ability to change some of the settings, sometimes if the chromebook is closed, the laptop will restart and all the tabs 

open will close and have to be reopened. this is a big issue between classes because you need several minutes to set 

things up again. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Actual captions on videos that are accurate 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

more then an overprsed door stop with more then a tiddlywink of ram an storage. something that can load google earth 

in under 10 minuts and support more then 3 tabs. ect 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 



games 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Something thinner 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

It does everything I need it to, I would just prefer the ability to run an os that can run adobe acrobat and other similar 

software. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Grammerly 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Better internet and maybe something that works better. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

airsoft and nerf 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

IDK 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A bit more control over settings. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Unique website blocking per grade, the later grades will often have to find information related to subjects that may not 

be suitable for early grades, specifically drug statistics for health or AP statistics. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The ability to run multiple tabs without slowing down, like maybe a normal laptop. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Less restrictive filtering on extensions to allow for uBlock or dark reader. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 



I would like to be able to download school appropriate apps like minecraft or even minecraft education edition. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

spotify 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

higher quality screen as in higher pixel count. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

It would e nice if we were given a stylus for our chromebooks 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Better access and navigation with device 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

less sucurly 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

rtx 3090 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

A faster laptop 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Maybe different colored covers for our Chromebooks. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

faster loading 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I like having the option of flipping the screen back to turn into a tablet like device 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



The ability to do my school work efficiently and timely the way the Chromebook is now works perfectly it is the students 

who decide how to use it 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I want it to be a better quality computer. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm currently happy with my device, I don't know of anything else I'd want. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like the restrictions on YouTube to be reevaluated due to not being to view some videos needed for school. 

Example, "Through Deaf Eyes" was not available. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Mouse 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Computer Mouse 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Touch screen 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

More freedom, for instance no as many sites blocked 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A computer mouse 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

headphones 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

A little more control of what you can do/look up 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More screen space and better camera controls. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 



better softwear and updated specs, the chormebook is far too laggy 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

a mouse would be nice 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Brighter/better Screen and not ChromeOS 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Just be able to connect a drawing tablet & stylus to it without an issue. 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

windows 11 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

being able to make files on the desktop 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

not sure 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I would like there to be able to change the first name in your device, because I am trans and very uncomfortable with 

seeing my deadname. Though I understand that is probably a legal thing. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

More freedom, being able to run more apps to use at home and in school for work 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like it to allow more videos on schoology that the teachers have either made or posted.  Also, I wish it would 

have a feature that would make it easier to do any sort of drawing. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Touchscreen, I like the relatively small size 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

 

 

 



The Chromebooks themselves are fine but I'd like our internet usage to be less restrictive. I understand that we should 

be using these Chromebooks for school, but some websites that I've actually needed to access for school are blocked. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

An actual mouse instead of using the small trackpad 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Possibly Grammarly, and Time4Learning. 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

not blocking everything would be nice. maybe getting some new chromebook cases because almost everyone lost theirs 

and even if they didn't, the sleeves we have are difficult to put on 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

more freedom, a lot of the things at the school get blocked by securly which is somewhat unfair (social media and 

chatting apps are reasonable, aswell as games.) 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

pandora (music app) a mouse  styalis a computor case 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Remove Google Classroom from the hotbar since it was disabled on the devices in 2020 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

A mouse? 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Something I can Do my work on... 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

i would like games to be unblocked so i can play them during lunch 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



adobe illustrator 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

The way you have set it up is great. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Add block 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

shortcuts on home screen 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Touch Screen, 360 degree rotation, technically all we have now 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Having your teachers email already recognized within your email so you don't have to look at staff names, and try and 

figure out their email, which takes way longer. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

the ability to use a monitor for the Chromebook. you need an adapter to do that currently 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

slow 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

a bigger screen and keyboard with faster loading in school 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

a better camera 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

the ability to download useful school appropriate apps and spotify. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Light computer 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



A faster CPU would be extremely beneficial. The dual core processors in the  school issued chromebooks can induce lag 

at times. For example  large documents are extremely hard to work with. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i love Grammerly. even though i have it, some students may not. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I like to have a light Chromebook so it's not extremely hard to lug around everyday. I also like the screen size that we 

have right now as well as the touchscreen. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Everything it has right now is perfect! Touch screen, ability to fold, durable, etc. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

maybe have added earbuds that connect to Chromebooks 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

thin, lightweight 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Easy to travel with, sturdy (difficult to damage), fast reaction times, and suitible for writing/making presentations (at 

least chromebook sized). 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I'd like changing themes on chrome 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

a mobile mouse back lit keyboard and faster prosesser 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk also idk what the first question means 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

remove restricted mode 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

 



the touch screen is nice but it can get messy with younger kids, like my little sibling. there chrome book is nasty 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Touch Screen 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Not sure. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

more text to speech options 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I miss the chromebooks that had a handle on them. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

They are ok 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

The ability to unsubscribe from any website, including restricted ones. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Be able to print 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

touch screen 

Fifth Grade 

LP Brown ES 

 

access to more educational websites. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

unsure, possibly ability to search mores sites with permission 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

larger screen 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

 



a sturdy chromebook case 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

the abilaty for difrent start up pages 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i really dont like chromebooks id rather use a regular computer 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Mac book air, no restrictions to websites because it blocks acsess to school related 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Google 

Tenth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

A way to clean the computers well 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nothing really 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Nothing 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Nothing comes to mind when asked this question. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I'd like the websites to not be so strict. It kinda sucks to try and go on a website and for it to be blocked when nothing's 

wrong. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

A way to block the camrea, without using tape, post it notes, ect 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I am fine with it how it is 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 



Full size, at least 17", screen compatible with Linux 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I honestly use my personal laptop most of the time, so chromebooks aren't something I use a ton 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like if all chromebooks were touchscreens. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

less blocked websites, some of it blocks good resources for research 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The touch-screen chromebooks are really nice! I find it easier to do certain things with them, especially reading long 

text. 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

NO [expletive] SECURLY [blasphemy]  

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm not sure I haven't had this computer for very long 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Stylus 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

bigger screen 

Fifth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I'd like to have more accessibility settings unblocked, for example dark mode, so I don't need to strain my eyes. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A stylus, perhaps? 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



A case for the chromebook. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

to be able to listen to any  music we like no matter if its not school appropriate or is were adults that have learned about 

sex and drugs and slave oweners a few cuss words in a song is stupid 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

none 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Greater access to settings 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

An app that can track the chromebook's location so students can't lose them, a better camera so students can take 

pictures of their work or anything else when needed, and a stylus pen for when students need to take quick, readable 

notes on it (not as important as the first two, since the chromebook already has a touchpad screen). 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Nothin 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

i feel like the screen is pretty small especially when we have to have a split screen for certain classes 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

headphones 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Idk 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

i’m in yearbook, and i can’t do a lot of the things i need to do on there 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



More immersive capabilities 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Access to be able to download more apps. Many apps on the chrome store that would be very useful for school we are 

not able to download. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Don’t use school devices, we use them way to much and they suck… 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

not having every thing blocked 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

a better operating system and protective cases 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Longer battery life 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

everything 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Music (spotify) 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

None 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Your own hotspot? 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing much just the wifi is really slow but I think that is not a problem on the chromebooks. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Some features and i think other students would enjoy would be not blocking everything, Because at this point 

sometimes securly even blocks the assignments we need to do. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 



 

Assistive technology for spelling (like Dragon Speak) 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

A feature I'd like on a school issued device would be not as many blocked websites on chrome. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

nothing 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Wifi that works 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Being able to actually access the web. For a lot of people this is the only device they have, I understand blocking things 

at school, but at home too? Even Spotify ? 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Bigger screen, faster processor and better WiFi at school. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

the ability to switch to linux OS because chrome OS [expletive] sucks 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Touchscreen, tablet mode, also can you delete securly for me while you're at it thanks bye 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Nothing in particular 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Access to start where you left off. What I mean by that is when your computer dies or is shut down, all your tabs are 

lost. Instead of being able to click on the option, "start where you left off" meaning, get all your tabs back, I am am 

unable to get that option and it goes straight to the osd website and portal and I loose all my tabs and it's very 



frustrating. It is in the settings under "on startup" and the option to continue where you left off is hidden. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

quit blocking stuff 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I like being able to use it as a touch screen 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

more file running capability so I don't have to convert a file every time its in a foreign format. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like them to be able to load youtube videos, but I think that is a problem with the school district software. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Some physical features which would be convenient would be something like a Windows device? In my opinion you can 

do so much more on Windows when it comes to productivity even on a manged device (important to note that every 

device would be managed). I can understand cost conditions though of course and Chromebooks are much cheaper. 

When it comes to speed I can also understand Chromebooks being okay but if you simply find a portal device with an 

SSD with Windows on it you can get pretty much the exact speeds, with a bigger screen and better keyboard. 

The "more" is simple: compatibility. It allows for a large variety of prod. based applications such as Photoshop, Unity, 

PowerToys and even Premiere Pro which greatly helps out tech classes at any school here along with addressing 

common usage. The file manager system is much more comfortable on Windows plus Google related programs can work 

just as well. I understand that Google Enterprise Policy is convenient but I feel that when it comes to managed device, 

Windows excels much more in this field. Management that isn't so limited while addressing keeping focus in classrooms 

with good policy setups. 

If that isn't possible I think that certain ad blocking extensions such as uBlock Origin should be force installed through 

policy on Chromebooks since its somewhat a hindrance with some sites which force ads onto users on a school issued 

advice (Extension also has settings which can allow for disabling on sites that are broken due to the ad blocking 

extension). Allowing uBlock Origin on Chromebooks also acts as a buffer to privacy on Chromebooks. Although students 

have opted-in into their districts policy it would still be convenient to have some level of privacy when accessing sites 

which use intrusive ads. 

Lastly, I think certain extensions such as Grammarly, Co:Writer, etc. should not be enabled by default as that can slow 

down your Chromebook a ton. Currently Chromebooks here have a ton of intrusive filters which hinder the experience 

of owning a school managed device. Also unnecessary policies such as force pinning apps to the Dock (not sure of the 

Chromebook name) are simply a bit annoying. Same logic goes along with extensions. 

I feel that if the school district can look into some of these changes, performance and productivity could increase 

dramatically. Sorry for the huge rant but I hope some of the points above are clearer now. :) 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



No blockking of websites AFTER school 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Just not so many games blocked. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

easy to use 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

None:) 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Get some sort of case, they get scratched on their backs really easily. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nothing else 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

i would like for the whole reports thing to stop becuase it complety invades our privacy 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i wish so many websites weren't blocked. yeah some of them make sense but other times you try and do research and 

scholarly websites are blocked. its super annoying 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Bigger screen, better battery 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

A number keypad 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 



A mice that comes with the chromebook. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like to have a new case. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

have an editing software 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

There's no apps, or anything I can think of that I need or think that I need. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

cases 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nothing 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I want the abilty to use google meet 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

A STYLUS FOR THE TOUCH SCREEN CHROMEBOOK 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

netflix 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

idk 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I like the current tech 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



mhm idk 

Ninth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

bigger screen, touch screen 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

just a bit faster, chromebooks are stupidly slow 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

The computer needs to be faster. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

website unblock 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

All computers be touch screen 

Fifth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

The feature to play games on the chromebooks 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

a better camra and ahev a bigger sceen. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Faster loading speeds and less gliches. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

more app avalibilty 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

being able to play the dinasour game when the wifi is out or at home 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

IDK 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

 



Nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

unsure 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I wish we could have more freedom in choosing (tabs, videos) 

Fifth Grade 

Roosevelt ES 

 

Touch screen. 

Fifth Grade 

McLane ES 

 

unblock cool math games 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I can't think of anything a the moment 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

a message showing when its at like 10 % 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Less restrictions on them. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Able to search things needed for classes 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

this was more helpful last year but the chrome books don’t have a lot of the zoom features like side by side mode which 

was needed. but kind of too late for that because we don’t do zoom anymore 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Work on them vending machines 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Maybe device features? 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 



Maybe a wireless mouse, so its easier to click on stuff on the screen. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

The current chromebook is way to heavy, thick, and display resolution is so bad. These should be improved. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Bigger screen, more abilities, longer charging, faster charging, less internet/technology issues, less chromebook lags, and 

a lot more 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

tablet like devices rather than computers. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't really like securely because it blocks websites that sometimes I use for school 

Fifth Grade 

Centennial ES 

 

Touchscreen, Chrome Canvas 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing 

Fifth Grade 

LP Brown ES 

 

Being able to use chrome extensions like minecraft education, and have access to IXL and other apps more consistently, 

every teacher likes different apps, so once I get use to one I loose access and have to learn a new education app 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

It would be nice to have fewer website restrictions. I understand the need for those restrictions, but they often block 

sites that would be good resources or even sites that have no inherently apparent reason for being blocked, such as 

Spotify. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

longer battery capacity 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



A caps lock key 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

bigger touch screen, more battery life, unlimited access (there's a lot of things blocked) 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

phones 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Phones aloud 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

HDMI port. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Everything that it has now 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Touch Screen, Google Clock app. It is disabled on the Chromebooks. Netflix availability. -Students have accounts so 

either way they will be watching it. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Better Wifi because it is really slow to open tabs and other stuff. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Being able to openly use websites without Securly. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

my Chromebook it just fine. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I like to have organizing apps or sites. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

stop blocking the google random landscape backgrounds photography site https://500px.com/photo/71949155/lower-

falls-grand-canyon-of-the-yellowstone-by-charles-davies there is part of it, i dont think there is anything bad on there 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 



my touch screen not working I would like faster speed it takes like 5 min to open up schoology and by the time the 

teacher went over like 5 questions of the homework. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

More access to apps 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

password, spotify, no blocking unnecessary things 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

A touch screen pen 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Not bogging down with lots of windows 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Is it at all possible to have a mouse come with the chromebooks? Also I would like to see sketchup pro downloaded to 

the chromebooks. I have marketing class and I think my peers and I would benefit a lot from having the ability to use 

sketchup pro at home. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

being able to download things to a hard drive- having windows os 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

to unblock cool math games and touch screen 

Fifth Grade 

McKenny ES 

 

I don't know 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

No blocked games. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

The chrome books have everything 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



I'm not sure. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I don't really know. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I think it might be nice to have more websites unblocked. For instance I tried loading information for college but the 

website that they used was blocked (I get that some websites aren't secure, though). 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i think everything about it is perfectly fine however i personlly disagree with giving each student a youtube account and 

putting it on restricted mode so you cant hear anything with a swear while you can easily bypass it with  just soundcloud 

for music as an example. its even really easy to bypass the nuditiy censors [expletive] 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

spotify (for focus on school work) 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

To be able to watch something on YouTube while we are working on a school project on our chromebook during elective 

classes. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

A mouse. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Less restrictions, A mouse and headphones 

Fifth Grade 

Boston Harbor ES 

 

having spotify 

Fifth Grade 

Pioneer ES 

 

I do not use the chrome book. I have a personal laptop with google chrome its easier for me to navigate wirh my special 

needs 

[student] 

ORLA/VAO 

 



i like what it has now 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

more in class assignments 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Letting use be able to open music applications if we are unable to listen on our phone (spotify, pandora, soundcloud, 

apple music, etc) 

Twelfth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Id say maybe a bigger screen size and I know this is blocked but they should add spotify back because it really helps 

some people focus like me its really hard to focus without music and I don't do as well without it. Also I feel like windows 

is a much easier and better operating system than the chrome os but that might cost more so yeah. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

stylis 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Please please enable Spotify to use on school Chromebooks. Also, A lighter device would be nice. Thank you :) 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Wifi is always Iffy, sometimes not working 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

upgradeable 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Not really anything 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

up to date devices 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

less firewalls 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



comes with ear buds 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Standard is fine 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

none 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I think they're good the way they are right now 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

better internet and mouse 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Nothing i can think of 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'm fine with how it is. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

It doesn't matter to me, I'm fine with what I have school device wise. 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Better microphone for recordings for Flip grid, Schoology audio recordings, etc. Lighter, easier to carry around in a 

backpack all day. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

faster loading speeds 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

touch screen keypad two cameras battery life 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 



N/A 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Do not know 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

larger screen, faster in general 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Not sure 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I can't think of any other capabilities I need. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

an ability to have a dark mode, for students with sensitive eyes. 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Access to the chrome web store for themes and so forth or not as much security cause not all kids have phones or fancy 

gadgets like that and our laptops our the only thing they probably have and so having access to roblox or online games 

can make those kids happy cause they are technically being left out or like reading sites inkitt.com or wattpad.com those 

are sites where i can read my books but cant cause it is blocked we are teenagers almost full grown adults were stupid 

idiots that are going to play games in class when most of us have phones but those kids that dont have anything do 

there schoolwork and save there games for when they get home and can be happy so PLEASE LET US HAVE OUR 

[expletive]FREEDOM !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Please tell us what features you would like to have in your teacher 

displays. 

 

Smart boards are great 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing needs to change 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



Sometimes the teachers don’t entirely know how they work, I think it’s more important for the school to help teachers 

understand the tech than improve the tech itself. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Easier to use and able to hook up to speakers 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Big enough to see from back of class 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Lots of the projectors are not working and tech is not helping to fix it 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

? 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

RGB lights in the back 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I do think having a big screen/display in each classroom is very important, especially for those students who have a hard 

time seeing.  I think it is really cool that more and more teachers have interactive displays, it's actually really helpful and 

I think a great resource, but it's not very necessary. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Idk 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



I think all the teacher displays are good 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

mostly just interactivity 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

A touch screen would be very usefull. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

None to add. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Having easy to use devices will make classes much smoother, waiting for teachers to figure the device out wastes time. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Is it important for the teacher display to be larger?  sometimes text is small and other students with not so great 

eyesight could have trouble seeing.  Is it important for the teacher display to be interactive?  this queshtion should be 

asked to teachers not students because it depends on their teaching style. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Touch screen 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

For it to be bigger and with a video and some type of worksheet after the video 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

more learning sights you can use 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Idk 

Seventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Any are fine. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 



 

None 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nice and calm and helpful 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I am not sure. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

[what] is a teacher display 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I would like the teachers at CHS to have the smart boards that they had at JMS 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i dont know 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Ease of use 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

It would be nice if they displays were projected onto a whiteboard so they could be drawn on using dry erase markers, 

however I don't like using digital pens. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Touchscreen 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 



 

Accesible for all students 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Ability to write well on displays. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Touchscreen, and Bigger 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

None 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Pens to Wright on progector 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Mr. gant has a great system with his Ipad and apple pen. He projects it onto the whiteboard so we are able to see, and 

he can easily write on it with his apple pen. If the students want to interact with it they can go up to the board and write 

on with whiteboard markers. It works great 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Interactive IF the class doesn’t have a whiteboard 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

The teachers are deserve the digitizer displays or the coordinated displays that are usable with styli and stylus. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

The full touch screens are really useful to some teachers 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 



Touch screen capabilities. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Idk 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

TANKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! EEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!! 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I am OK with the current ones. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

More information and instructions if it's  new sight 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

A larger screen 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

touch screen 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Having one of those like pen things with a pad so you don't have to draw with your finge would be nice. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

It's fine... 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

None. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Idk, this question seems like it would be better answered by teachers. I have had a lot of teachers that have issues with 

the technology at OHS 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Writing on chromebooks with a pen would be cool. Idk if that's possible though so. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



nothing for now 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I enjoy the touch screen but one problem with it is when using the screen to type on schoology I can't see what what I'm 

typing cause it doesn't allow me to see what I am typing.Also having touch screen pens seems almost useless and 

unneeded. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Higher resolution and audio 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

to be able to have teacher access and be able to talk to kids in private without the teacher blocking us 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Touchscreen, a bit bigger 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Something not boring so color on the presentations, stretch breaks 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Better 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Us being able to zoom in at will 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Choice of bigger fonts, if there isn't already. 

Fifth Grade 

Centennial ES 

 

Well maybe people could have turns editing or solving the problems together on the teacher displays. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I think they are all fine 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Everything is good 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 



i dunno 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Pen in screen, its easier to use that way than your finger 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I really don't care about the displays on the teachers board, I think it is just fine. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Sometimes the displays are finicky with the interactions, that should get fixed. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Many bigger touch screens and tablets 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Inter-activeness 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'm not sure sorry. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i don't know i don't really care 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Again, I like it the way it is, but I wouldn't be apposed to change. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

its fine 

Tenth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Nothing I could also think of 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

One of my teachers has a smart board and it is very useful for her. Other teachers may benefit from having a similar 

system with a touchscreen and pens. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



Not all teachers have access to overhead projectors. I find that these types of projectors are easier for teachers to use to 

show examples, and easier for students to use when presenting. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Mr Rae had the type of display all teachers should have 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Maybe more paper assignments since I worked on a computer all 6th grade. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I would like to keep touchscreen. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I would like the ability for them to have something up on the screen but be looking at something else on their own 

computer. A big issue I have seen teachers have is an inability to see two screens at once. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

lets go back to hybrid 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Having a touch screen availability would be handy for in class comments, or thoughts. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Im not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Easily readable text 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Bigger screens for people in the back row to see. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Not being able to see what we are doing on our chrome books. A little privacy would be nice 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 



Tables or touch screens nice computers not this brand and have pens try apple computers 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

touch screen 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I do not attend in person school 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

i dont care 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

touchscreen 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Touch screen 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Whiteboards in the computer 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't really have much of a preference, I think teachers should be the one who get to answer these questions. 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

They're fine as is. I wouldn't waste money improving them. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Make it so they can have a smart board 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A feature to be able to zoom in 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



I can't think of anything right now. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Bold letters and clear directions. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I like the ones we have now, but anything is fine. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'm not sure what this question means. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I honestly don't know 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

? 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

The features that I would like to see are big screen sizes because seeing the board is often difficult when in the back of 

class or at a odd angle, in addition the interactive touch screens are great for teaching because they create an 

interactive learning experience that can be seen easily by all students. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't have anything else to add for the teacher displays. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

touch screen and a little bit bigger 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

something that actually engages students 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

better prejecters 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 



 

better focus, lighting is occasionally an issue when focusing on a document. sometimes Hdmi cords are faulty and dont 

connect to display or computers. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

they are fine for the teachors 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I think that the smart boards that some teachers have in their classrooms are very helpful to students and the teachers. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

lots of instructions 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

As I've seen, a whiteboard has done what it needs to do. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

It would help to have some displayes be larger 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't care. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

touch screan 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

IDK 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

don't care 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nothing 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I am fine how they are. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 



 

tell us what to do 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

that they should be easy er to use a lot of teachers mess them up. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

144 hrz 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

interactive displays 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

a smartboard 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

None off the top of my head. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Interactive 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

None i can think of 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm not sure what is meant by teacher display, but if it's referring to the board, I don't think it needs any features. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Slightly bigger letters 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Touchscreen, decent graphics 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

N/A 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 



none 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

... 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

n/a 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

not sure 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Better color accuracy and clearer display 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

More tablet style things 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I dont really care that much, I do like sharing my work with the class though 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I have no notes 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I dont care about touch screen or anything, besides it add finger prints. Just make it bigger than this gosh darn 11 inch 

whatever. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

N/A 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

a drawing app to express our feelings through the device 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 



Touch Screen, bigger so everyone can see 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Touch screen capabilities so that it's more interactive, and if students want to come up and show how they got the 

answer(or whatever they need to do ) its much easier. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I really love the touch screen. It is not necessary but a great feature. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

touchscreen computer 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

big touch screen 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

a pencil 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

what is a teacher display? the chromebooks are fine 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

High refresh-rate displays. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Touch screen 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

i do like the idea of a touch screen. it would be awesome in math when you try to show your work in front of the class. 

instead of just explaining it, you could show it! 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I don't mind either touchscreen or just regular projectors/whiteboards, but I definitely prefer just a whiteboard or 

projector. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



acsess to edit and change or move around 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

none 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

bigger text 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

In my experience whiteboards do fine, especially with projectors, and any "smartboards" that are used by teachers are 

used almost explicitly in the same way as a whiteboard is. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Interactive screens would be cool. Also bring back the old cameras, the teachers miss them and don't like the new ones 

:( 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't really care 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

The ability to show primarly the host, instead of who is currently talking. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Clear image and/or text 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

better projectors 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I do not know 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I am not sure 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 



 

What we are using right now is just fine, at least from my perspective. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I like the whiteboards with projectors. Not as buggy and work perfectly fine. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I have not idea what you mean by that so I'm not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Video 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I want it to be able to  act as a digital whiteboard while also being a screen. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

they can have whatever they want as long as it helps all of my class and my self 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

none 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Large size and/or easier to see at the back of the classroom 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

It would be easier if all the teacher displays had touch screen, but it's not very important. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

n/a 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



Idk I'm not a teacher 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Teachers and students being able to interact with the display using touch or interactive pens. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Less tech and more hands on 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know Touch screen? 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

unsure 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

None 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I dont know I am not a teacher. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

what are teacher displays 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Touch would be nice because all the other middle schools ive went to the boards always had pens or touch and it was 

really helpful not just for me but also for the other students so theirs  always something to consider. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

The teacher's display is fine as is. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 



does not really matter as long as it's bright enough, big enough and, good enough screen quality to see. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

i want my wife and kids back 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

touchscreen 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

i dont know 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

dont care 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

As long as there is some way to interact, such as the screen being projected on a white board so one can write on it, is 

somewhat helpful. I know that the smart boards at Jefferson MS, where I went to middle school, were nice, but the set 

up at Capital is fine too 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

the whiteboard projectors that used to be in the classrooms so that the teacher can have a whiteboard on the projection 

and better highlight and show work on examples. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

INTERACTIVE 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

im not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

None:) 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

nothing else 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

 

 



Just for it to be bigger 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Touch screen. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better touchscreen 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Nothing I have in mind. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I don't know 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nothing, everything’s fine the way it is 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

sentences spaced out 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

i DON'T CARE 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i´m not sure 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

idk 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Widescreen 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

uhhhhhhhhhhhhh idk 

Ninth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

 



Nothing. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

To actually lets us student have some free time on testing days 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Projector attachment? 

Fifth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

none its good as it is 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

to show what they are doing on there cumputer. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Faster loading speeds. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

i like the ones they have now they are cool 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

IDK 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

unsure 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

... 

Fifth Grade 

Roosevelt ES 

 

Not sure 

Fifth Grade 

McLane ES 

 

 



I don't know but things that are fun and not to much work 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I have to be able to see them from the back of the classroom. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

idk 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Maybe good internet. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing much. :) 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

A pen which can write and interact with color settings. A ipad which can interact as well. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I think its just fine 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

What it has right now and maybe a larger screen 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing 

Fifth Grade 

LP Brown ES 

 

organized 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



touch screens would be nice 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

bigger words 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Bigger words 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

IDK 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Be able to have an interactive pen to explain things more thoroughly or show us something easier. If you have an 

interactive pen, kids can also interact with the class and explain their thinking by writing it on the board. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

mid big 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

i like touch screens and you can turn it into a tablet i do NOT like the big giant chrombooks. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

For the teachers computer to be able to sinc up to the projector (which already happens) 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Not blurry 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Currently, I do not have any problems with the teacher display systems. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Its up to the teacher, a good teacher with a projector can do well compared to a bad teacher with a smart board. having 

a projector is good enough 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 



Helping us more and explaining things a little slower 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

If the teacher is happy with their display the lesson seems to improve, get teachers the display they would like 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

How to do something, maybe how to make it fun. Having explainations. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

It might be nice to have the screen slightly higher if possible. If you're sitting in the back of the class, or sometimes even 

the second row, it can be hard to see the screen, so raising it up a bit would really help. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

easier comunication 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

touch pen 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Nothing 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't know 

Fifth Grade 

Boston Harbor ES 

 

more enterative  and larger words 

Fifth Grade 

Pioneer ES 

 

nothing 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

notes and having more time to do notes 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



I don't go into school, I am on Iconnect. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

none 

Twelfth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Same as it always is they all have some sort of apple product or a windows laptop so its fine just id say they should all at 

least have windows because apples navigating is so much more confusing than windows. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

being able to see 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing in particular 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

easy way to talk to teacher 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

The normal teacher displays are fine. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

none 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

They're pretty good the way they are right now 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm fine with how it is. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 



I'm an online learner so it again, does not matter to me. 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

a meme calendar and free USB s. also an option to shut off securly 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

touch screen and drawing capabilities 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

none 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Do not know 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

a better way to project when writing notes. i’ve had teachers hookup ipads with apple pencils and that is very helpful. to 

have a clear picture that is large and easy to read helps out a lot 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Not sure 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I can't think of features I personally need  to have teacher displays expect a large screen. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Im good, we have smart boards. 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

option to touch or we have a tablet and a laptop i think we can be responsible enough i mean we carry a phone and a 

laptop everyday . 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 

 



What types of resources for learning and/or research would you like 

to have access to? 

 
Ipads to take notes on 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Advanced math text books 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Physical and digital are both good, but for assignments that aren’t all done in school digital will be a better alternative 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would love to have access to more paper things. online options don't work for me. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Any 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Unsure 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i learn better with physical tools 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

— 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i’d rather most things have a non-online option 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

? 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

All types 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

 



i dont know 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I think having both online and regular textbooks/materials is good, because some students learn better when they are 

actually holding the materials, while others like having everything online. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Idk 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I think schoology is good 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Certain social media platforms? 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'd like the library to have a larger budget to be able to buy more books. Id also like for us to have a Grammerly premuim 

for us to use for writing our essays 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'd like to have classes rather then edgeunity. Edgeunity takes away the fun out of math and makes it boring and assigns 

a ton of school work, lots of which is very hard. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

just regular paper stuff 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I dont know. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Resources that are easy to access online, when needed, but can be done entirely without computers as well. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

microsoft office for windows (download). libre office for linux via the linux vm in chrome os would be the next best (and 

more probable) thing. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



cool math games 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

Being able to do notes more online to reduce pain of medical issues. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

more google sights 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

A lot 

Seventh Grade 

Capital HS 

Don't need any 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

cool math games 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

zoom 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

In school we do it almost all online. So everything is there. But for people who have a hard time with reading, a reading 

out loud function would be great 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

the entirety of the world wide web. 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

I think that more of our history class can be done through schoology. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

I don't know. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

i dont know 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 



Cool Math Games 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

nothing that I know of 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

kami 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

Just less things block 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

Please no more online based curriculum it is so difficult 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

More group projects/assignments where we work with other students 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

I would like all assignments to always be posted on schoology, even if they are handed in in class. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

More physical work. Staring at a computer for 4/6 of my classes burns me out mentally and my eyes have begun to hurt 

from all the blue light activity 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

More access the scholarly articles. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

Idk 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 



idk 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

More resourful websites 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

actually have access to websites because it’s so restrictive that i sometimes can’t do my assignments because the 

website is blocked. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

I don't know 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

Google classroom 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

I understand that this form is to see what the students want so you can decide where to put money toward, but OHS is 

already very privileged and we have many valuable resources. Something that should be changed though is the way 

students act toward one another. We need to heavily address racial and gender identity discrimination. Resources that 

progress awareness toward that subject are what I would appreciate. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

All. Talking about the software and the operating systems again. They are LIMITING. Switch it up. Anything except for 

ChromeOS. No capabilities and no opportunities to creativity. We have the right to download creative and productive 

professional softwares to OUR computers. We also do not need any authoritarianism in securly, REMOVE it. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

video editing and coding 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

I would like to be able to fully access all homework information via online, however online curriculum is completely 

tiring and unenjoyable (zooms are horrible) However if 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Idk 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 



TANKS more TANKS EVERY WHERE 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

The ones I have, I guess, doesn't the OSD computers already have access to every educational website? 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

IDK 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Gale Power Search already installed on the chrome book so we don't have to go to the portal 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Educational websites for research, I like how Schoology has been working this year and last year as an online learning 

platform. Flipgrid is also really nice for classes where you can do online presentations and stuff. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Websites that shows what's have been researched by the scientist and for Band have like website that shows perfect 

finger combination and perfect tuning. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 
All my textbooks online and using Google Classroom and Schoology more. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

None. I'm good for now. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Canvas 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't really have any. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

we've got everything we need 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



Schoolbased stuff. Like when we have to do a report and we have to look things up but the school won't allow you to 

look up school project based work. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Play store, more education games, let you chat online, thats it for now 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

any and all that I can use 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Easier to access research platforms (the one on the website in the library is hard to find) 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'm not sure, but I think that it is good to learn in person but I think I personally work better when the homework is 

online. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

securly ,youtube ,play store, and our history 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

YouTube, any learning places 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I have good access. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Smart boards 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

some resources for learning that I would like to have is some sort of resource for a calculator and reading/writing tools 

like grammarly for example. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I want to do things on paper more but I want to upload to Schoology from home. I just don’t want to do ALL my work on 

the Computer. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



Just to have the teachers put assiments in schoology 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

IXL and Web assign 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

No more paper worksheets or the like 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Links the teacher gives us for resources 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like all blocked websites unblocked 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

none 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Using different platforms required in work place 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

again, I don't really need anymore recorces, and don't have much of an opinion on this question. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I don’t think access should be limited in the computers there are too many things blocked 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Youtube link information: so you can see all the information and all the sources from the video. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

i don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I would like to have more things on paper instead of a screen especially with digital learning I know I am tired of using 

computers and need a break for a while. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

 



VAO 

Tenth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I think that things like teaching videos for math and classes like that could help lots of kids work faster and more 

efficiently but its also important to still have textbooks and things because those are still very handy and good for 

learning while taking a break from screens. 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Google 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I like physical copies of assignments. For example a printout with the description of the assignment as well as the 

material that needs to be completed/filled out. Textbooks can often be helpful as well. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Paper 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I have no opinion 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I would like to have access to all research platforms (Sweetsearch etc.) 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Lets go back to hybrid 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I think having a Chromebook is adequate for my learning situation. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Basic school supplies and computer. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

 

 



I’m not sure 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like access to purchasable cheap earbuds or headphones at the student store 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don´t like online resources, usually too confusing to have to figure out random different platforms that all teachers are 

trying to use. textbook is the way to go. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Google cause lets be honest everybody cheated during online learning so it shouldn’t be a big deal when we come back 

in person 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I like to use my computer when it doesn't go dead within 2 hours of use and does not save work so you have to rewrite a 

paper (3 page) the day that it is due. So a Apple tablet or touchscreen computer would be nicer. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i dont mind 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

more options for research 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don’t know 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

idk the internet is fine 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like to have access to translate homework easily. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

 

 



I would like to have access to translate 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would prefer most things to be in a physical format rather than on a chromebook/other device 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like to have a wider rang of what languages I can learn, I want to learn ASL but Spanish is the only option for this 

high school. 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Less restrictions on Chromebooks. They're too locked down. They're capable of much more than the school allows, and 

at times it feels like a schoology-book rather than a multi faceted tool. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I’m not sure 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I like fun videos and playing games like Blooket and Kahoot. It makes earning a lot more enjoyable. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

none 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Mini reading sites for ela. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

In-person learning is important to me, so I would prefer to have less digital and web-based curriculum 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like to have a website that would have really easy information to find for when we are trying to get information. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 



an online option available in case of a covid outbreak or soemthing so its easy to switch between in person and online 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

games,code combat... 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

? 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Any type of research platform. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I think that iPads are pretty nice when doing research but if everyone has a touch screen it would be fine. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

something fun 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

It would be nice to have access to the curriculum from home so if someone was sick or quarantining but still feeling well 

enough to do homework they could do so 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

a easy way to access grades 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

regular paper 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

new york times 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

spotify and google duo 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

better calculators on laptops, occasionally pages are blocked that we need to write an essay or something. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 



not being restricted on youtube and being able to accses more sites. 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Things like adobe services, would be cool for some of the more advanced work I'm doing in some of my classes, but I've 

been able to supplement them 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Its all ok so far 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

all 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

A computer 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

None, it's fine for me. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

don't care 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Less on the computer 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

nothing more 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

We have all the resourses I require 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

new class's 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 



better head phones 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

3090 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

more textbooks 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

None I can think of. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Chromebook which I already do 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I think I already have everything I need (Textbooks, access to the internet, family and friends). 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

More hands on learning while still having the ability to do work online if absent 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Google things like drive, docs, slideshows. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

books 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

none 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I hate using paper and pens and it's harder to do assignments at home when theyre not digital 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



Art/Graphic design software 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

More art sites 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

??? 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I would like more kahoots 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I think what I have now is nice 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

More teachers to translate assignments into the online format so less papers and easier when a student is sick. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Physical copies of textbooks 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Time4Learning. It got blocked and it was my learning program before. 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Learning a larger amount or having a larger variety of languages to learn. Learning more about cultural diversity would 

be nice 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

a tablet for reading 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

give us books back instead of schoology 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



less restrictions on YouTube for research 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Schoology and Google classroom... 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

blocks, cards, graph paper, books, flash cards. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

The sites that the teachers assign. (sometimes they are blocked) 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

app store 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I don't know 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Securly has blocked many site that shouldn't be blocked, such as the supply lists for school, google earth, science and 

math websites the teachers use, math book sites that the district use in-person in actual written book-form. etc. It 

makes things more difficult to access/use and wastes time and overall makes it harder to learn. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I have no opinion. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

audio books, video editing software, 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

less things blocked on google so we can research more things 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

There are pros and cons to both sides. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 

 



i think we should use paper sometimes too, we have too much screentime everyday and its incredibly bad for our 

development. I feel like it will never stop unless you guys leave our chromebooks alone and stop making it more 

convenient to use computers only. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

cool math games. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i want more websites like Kami or Illustrative Mathematics ( or better than those ) because i like the way you can 

interact instead of looking back and forth from your computer to the piece of paper. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I like having some resources online, but there are some things I like to write down on paper. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

prodigy 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I like having access to Kami and Schoology. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Scientific Journals, classic fiction, classic short stories, writing guides, digitized historical archives 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

listen to music 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

i dont really like working on a computer 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

none 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I like to be able to see all of the assignments on schoology 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 



Books in other languages would be awesome when it comes to learning foreign languages. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I have no idea 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Maybe I could do more assignments online so I don´t have a bunch of work after returning from school when I was 

previously sick. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Google Classroom, it's not blocked on the computer or anything but I strongly prefer Google Classroom over Skyward. 

However, I'm not sure if Skyward something the district or school choose. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

E-books that can help us learn 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

outschool - non-edgenuity based online classes due to edgenuity's inappropriate non-climate change agenda and 

racist/insensitivie and misleading questions and info related to indigenous people. (WA state history)(MS 6th grade 

science) and my sisters 11th grade langauge arts 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Schoology and Kami 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i  need help sometimes 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

More time to do the research 

Tenth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

everything on our computers 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

paper work 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



I would like to have links to many sources for research projects. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

More access to actual educational content that is not youtube based 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

It would be nice to have access to articles on news sites like the New York Times that require subscriptions 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

online books 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

a way to communicate with friends in school outside of classrooms, like a website. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

no stupid securly blocking half our [expletive] 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i dont know 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Homework help cites 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

CRC and other online resource 

Fifth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I'm not sure. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More interactive stuff instead of reading articles. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

youtube 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



YouTube videos, online documents, online textbooks from a variety of authors who have diverse backgrounds and 

different ethnicities, gender identities, sexual orientations, etc, organized lists of reliable sources for a variety of subjects 

that can be added to by students and teachers alike. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm good with what I have. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Career-specific guidance, I have narrowed my future career goals to a kind of career, but not at a specific 

company/location. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like if we had learning websites such as Prodigy, IXL, or Khan Academy. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

No idea 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

phones/good wi-fi 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Adobe creative cloud, such as Photoshop and Illustrator. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Actual interaction and not computers 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Books and paper 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

? 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Websites that help memorization 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 



everything i need 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

None 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Anything 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

certain youtube videos. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

bing 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Grammerly 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Craigslist. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Teacher led videos 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

nothing in particular 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

i want 8k fortnite sexy 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

[student name]is in jams 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

 



kami 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

stop being lazy and using schoology 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I like actually having physical textbooks. Finding stuff in the online ones is a lot harder and reading for a long time from a 

computer screen isn't very good. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

access to more databases because a lot of websites that contain a gold mine of resources for projects or game design 

work or just for research to better understand topics to have better work on them. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I think resources such as Unity or Adobe products would be nice, despite the cost. This greatly helps expose students to 

industry level productivity tools. Maybe even Office? 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

None really 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Im fine with what i have 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

If it can be helped I'd rather just use one platform instead of one for every teacher which I completely understand but 

doesn't make it any less annoying. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i’m not sure 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

i would like to have acsess to google play 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



I dont know 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

youtube, wikapedia 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Paper learning resources 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

online text books 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I think I have access to everything I need to. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

more  learrning too  read 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I have everything that I need 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

mostly chromebook 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know what's available or options 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

NOT ONLINE 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

quizlet, khan academy 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

All of Wikipedia 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



none 

Ninth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

A computer paper and pencil is fine. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Global DJ Broadcast ( Vibbidi) 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

bring back coolmathgames and stop restricting youtube there were videos i wanted to watch for a project but they were 

blocked by the system. Just don't restrict access at all 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

more video games and more freedom about what we are doing on  the cumputer. I would like no teachers to look at 

what I'm doing. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

adobe 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

dont got an answer for this 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Ummmm IDK 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I think I have all of the resorces I need 

Fifth Grade 

Roosevelt ES 

 

Digital art 

Fifth Grade 

McLane ES 

 

To ask fellow students/class mates for help 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 



skyward 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

More interactive things. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

idk 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Anything appropriate for children/kids. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Um, nothing much. :) 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I have a chrome book. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

A personal ipad since a ipad can be used for a lot more things and is much more efficient in my opinion. A better 

chromebook or laptop, the school laptop is very problematic, if we had a laptop which was much more efficient and easy 

to use it would be better. Schoology is fine for now. More interactive lessons like nearpod. A lot more 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

eh 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Google docs, drive, slides, ect. Microsoft Word 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

a book and my teacher nothing online please. I like hard copies 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Google search, Newsela 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I do not know sorry 

Fifth Grade 

LP Brown ES 



little alchemy, IXL, prodigy membership, minecraft education, generation genius membership, robotics to check out, 

ipads to check out for special projects 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Many websites are blocked that could be useful during research. It is good to have a limitation on what students can 

look at, but in all honesty its a little bit overboard. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

no opinion 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Agendas and current work up on the internet so they can be accessed from home. I'm sick of online curriculums 

otherwise. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

there are a lot of websites blocked 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

home electronicts 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

home ect class 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Books, pencil and paper 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

More available website accessibility. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

I think that if more things are on paper it will be easier for the students and the teacher. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

i am fine of what i can have access to. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

text books and really anything on paper. although I do like having a few virtual racecourses 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 



I think teachers should teach the way they prefer. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better chromebooks 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Videos of content in class- especially for math 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

whatever the teacher think 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I would like ridiculous websites that are blocked for no reason (that gives no explanation to it being blocked) to stop 

being blocked. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Don't know 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

One suggestion I have is for math, it would be nice to have examples of what we are doing in class on schoology and 

practice websites or sheets for extra experience. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

not as restricted of a browser 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

cool math games if thats a awnser 

Fifth Grade 

McKenny ES 

 

Computer and textbooks 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't really know. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Not sure. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 



nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

less blocked sits 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

No fear translation 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

More interactive learning tools 

Fifth Grade 

Boston Harbor ES 

 

spotify or any music even sound  cloud 

Fifth Grade 

Pioneer ES 

 

I would like securely to be loosened a bit so i can have access to other resources 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

everything that helps with research 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

books 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i just use edgenuity 

Twelfth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm fine with the same stuff right now i just think spotify should come back because it helps people focus 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing I can think of 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

 



teacher notes. links to the searches. verified emails to teachers i can ask questions. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

none 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Maybe more online learning 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm fine with how it is. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

duolingo 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I can not think of any. 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Many YouTube videos that teachers assign are labeled restricted and can't be accessed on the school Chromebooks. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I like hand-written things over digital. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

all of them 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

none 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I like a paper version of every assignment 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

 



I would like to have access to any resources  that would be help for assignments that need research. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I have a good amount of resourses 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

inkitt.com wattpad.com those are reading sites or coolmath.com or hoodamath.com these games probably not 

important but hey who doesnt like games and having security doesnt help it can also cause kids to have anxiety , oof 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

What, if anything, could the district purchase or provide to help you feel 

safer digitally, emotionally or physically? 

 

Nothin 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I’d feel safer if I knew where the schools security was. How many officers do we have? Are they allowed to remain 

armed (or do they even have weapons) during school days? 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

a mouse, so i don't have to buy one myself 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Boxing club 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More time to complete schoolwork 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Nothing except a replacement for the chromebooks 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 



Chrombooks that have bigger screens 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

? 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

RGB and normal mouses (normal for photosensitive people) 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

i dont know more books 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I think good wifi/internet is important - I know it's hard to have a strong enough wifi that supports thousands of 

students on their digital devices at once, but it's important when most of our work is there. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Maybe for some students who need it a tablet to do stuff on for school and for entertainment. Also maybe more 

parental controls for parents 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

no 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

This doesn't really go much into safety, but it was be SUPER great if we were able to have access to turn on desktop 

notifications for websites like Schoology and Gmail, etc. Not being able to see notifications at all on my Chromebook sort 

of irritates me, especially since the option to turn them on is locked on off. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'd like better sidewalks by the school because on my way to school I am often splashed or nearly hit by cars becuase 

there is no sidewalk 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

smartwatches for all the students 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

If you can't change edgeunity it would be great to have a schedule that shows you which courses to do in order and for 

what amount of time. It is very stressful being worried that your not doing enough work, or if your doing to much of one  

 

 



course, and to little of another. It would also be nice to have reccomended workouts. If this is possible, that would be 

amazing. Thanks. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Nothing comes to mind. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing really, I'm perfectly happy here, 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I think that you already do a great job. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

a mouse for my computer so I can right click 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I feel safe even with nothing added 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I don't know. 

Seventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

N/A 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More food 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

not really 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

So far everything is oggd how it is. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 



A mouse instead of using the key pad but thats not really that important 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nothing that I can think of. 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

there isnt anything 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

No 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Frankly, I think there's a bit too much investment in "safety." When we say safety, we all to often mean surveillance or 

control. My parents have told me that my entire search history gets emailed to them every week. That's a bit much. 

What about students that are looking into queer resources but haven't come out to their parents yet or don't want to? 

More cameras would just be creepy and not a very good solution to the problems plaguing our school district I feel. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Bigger pudding diet 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

not having everything wacht 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Definitely more data security and digital citizenship education. Physical alert systems like alarms or cameras would be 

good too. our campus is pretty un secured 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

no 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

 



Dog 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I feel good with what the district already has. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

im not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Idk 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

No. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

boost the internet 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Delete your SecurLy account and invest more in other things. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A real climbing wall, a pool, a stadium, and IPads to rent, 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Resources toward combatting racial and sexual discrimination. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Remove thy securly. Remove trackers such as RAM trackers. Remove GPS tracking. The students and staff don’t need 

that stuff on the machines. Provide VPNs on the machines so students don’t need to worry about privacy. Privacy is a big 

thing. I know many people that haven’t used their Chromebooks at home. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

USB drive, music (ex. apple music, spotify, pandora) 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 



nothing in pitcutlar 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing I'm doing good 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

TANKS AND BOMBER PLANES 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I feel fine for now. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing really, I guess. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I think it's good 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

N/A 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't have a opinion . 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Maybe something in the bathroom like a security camera. I know it's illegal but still it would be nice to make me feel 

safe. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I feel and am safe already. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

im ight 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Idk, nothing. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



I need a touch screen computer that is flip able please. An emergency phone. I think thats it for now. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

No comment 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Not sure 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

An emergency phone and safer web search, bullying 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

No 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I get bullied a lot 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Hotspots for every student 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More security cameras in the back of the school. 

Fifth Grade 

Centennial ES 

 

I can't think of anything. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Well so far I feel really safe in my school district but maybe some sort of survey or email system to where kids can talk to 

there teachers and others about what the problem is. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

No 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 



Nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

none 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I wish our moral as a school was better, administation shoves all theses issues down my throught, and its annoying, 

stressful, and feels like no change is actually being done. I wish we could just make sports, band, and verious other extra 

curiculars more reconized, and have the school get more involved for fun. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I think we have enough recorces to keep me safer digitally, emotionally, and physically. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Nothing, I feel perfectly safe already 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Ease up on the security? 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don’t know 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm not sure. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

when i need help with something don't read my answers out loud 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I feel safe and comfortable already. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Im good 

Tenth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

 

 

 



I think everyone receiving the same model of chrome book (I think that's a touchscreen) would be good so that we all 

have the same capabilities with our devices 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Nothing 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

It would be good to have physical clocks in the classroom. More safety precautions for any possible disasters. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

No 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

If there was an email students could email if there is something uncomfortable online (i.e. someone's being creepy etc) 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing really 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Security cameras that are directly pointed at the bike racks and a sign that says so. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Lets go back to hybrid. OPEN campus 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing I can think of. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

notifcations 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I’m not sure 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

When I get in the carline to go out of the school parking lot, I don't feel safe when people are driving dangerously. So, 

awareness of the left turn situation and the safe driving would make me feel safer. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 



I would like less digital usage 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Canceling subscription to securly 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Fidgets and Apple brand tablets and computers or tablets with the computer key pad so they would be smaller and 

lighter. And not weigh my backpack down so mush I already Carry a lot around every day. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

not hing 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I don’t know 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I would prefer it if the chromebook didn't catalog every single search/web activity. I feel like I cannot search for 

questions I have without feeling like my privacy is being invaded. I don't even do anything remotely deemed 

innapropriate usage. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

school building safety 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

data security 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

OHS should remove the cell blockers around the school as well as provide a more reliable wifi. I need to use my phone 

for classwork (especially things like turning in assignments in math/science) and often use it for research in 

English/History. The wifi in its current state is spotty for most students, and internet is completely inaccessible while not 

connected to it. This is a huge pain when people (such as myself) can only connect about 50% of the time, and have to 

jump through a bunch of hoops every single time I connect. I have friends that are unable to connect at all, and are 

completely unable to use their mobile devices at school for things on WiFi/connecting with the internet. This, in addition 



to limiting the usefulness of a mobile device in the classroom, also promotes the usage of mobile devices for non-

classroom activities, because if a teacher allows students to be using their phones for research on a class topic, but they 

are unable to connect, they are much more likely to be using their phone to play games/be off task. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I mean, I don't think there are elevators for disables or hard of walking people- but there might.  (Not really a thing to 

help feel safer)  Only other thing would be for our vending machines to accept debit/credit cards- but thats just for 

convenience. 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Nope, Im not too high maintenance of a student. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I can’t think of anything. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would feel safer if adults didn't have the ability to look at my emails - those are mine and I don't like that others can go 

through them. I understand that it's important to keep kids safe on technology, but the district's settings already block 

people that shouldn't contact kids. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

None 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I think they did enough to protect us from sites that are unsafe. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing digital, but if the district could provide clearer communication through email for Running Start students that 

would be great - the announcements are giving out information but not everyone is receiving it. The weekly emails 

during COVD were really helpful. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



I feel safe at school with everything. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Have an hybrid school option 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

stress balls fidget Spinners fidget so that like people don't be like anxious all the time and they can focus on something 

else 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Nothing 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

im fine 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

nothing I feel like you are doing really well 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

a mouse would be pretty great 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

no comment 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

xbox 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

N/A 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 

 

 



Better internet, Access to more counselors, leeway on being late to classes, the bells actually working, less homework, 

counselors actually taking my problems seriously instead of brushing them off and not caring. School sucks and I don't 

feel safe here. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

GUN (thats a joke)  not mutch 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

IDK 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know, maybe more extra chromebooks to use if you forget yours. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

chromebook chargers for each classroom. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I am not aware of anything tat is needed or would help. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

more Security in the school 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

better food in the lunch room. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

if the vending machines were open all school day rather than just at lunch that would be nice. I dont pack a lunch and i 

often end up hungry mid day with nothing to eat. 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

anonyminity for virtual classroom activities 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

trx 3090ti 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

 



i feel safe already 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

If there is monitoring on our computers, maybe less of that? 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nothing 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

no 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Something different than chromebooks. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would feel safer if mask-wearing regulations were enforced more harshly, as I have immuno compromised close family 

members. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Chromebook cases would be nice to have. We would be able to put are charges and chromebooks in them that way we 

don't have to take up so much room in our backpacks. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Working bells 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

hands-on options, fidget options 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Nothing. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Better specs for chromebooks, an addblocker, or better anti-virus wear. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 



REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Maybe help provide me some testosterone once I turn 13 in October 16th, because my family won't support it 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing I don't think 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I feel safe already 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I think having school councilors who actually check in with the students, even if the students didn't tell them that they 

were struggling, is important. Lots of students feel like the adults at school don't care about their problems so they're 

less likely to come to the councilors themselves. But showing that you do care would really mean a lot, especially in the 

bigger schools where individual students aren't usually listened to. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

not that I can think of right now 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

No im goood. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

figgits, anti bullying posters 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

N/A 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

 

 



ipads for school 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing really, I am good 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nothing really. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

nothing at the moment. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

For teachers to communicate so we don't have a lot of assignments one week and then little to none the next. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I'm good with how it is. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

please spotify, please, it helps with the emotion part cause music is calming and it can play in the background when 

we're studying or something on a customizable playlist that isnt youtube because youtube does not work well for music 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Computers that use an OS besides Chrome such as Windows 10 or Windows 11. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

to block of youtube from students. or at least the ability to search whatever you want on youtube, unless told otherwise 

by a teacher 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I am not sure. I think Securly can go too far sometimes, but it is effective. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

cleaner bathrooms 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 



Nothing. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

This doesn't apply to me personally, but I have known students who have gotten their bikes stolen of school grounds, it 

would be great if there was some kind of locking system to protect the bikes of students who use them for 

transportation to school. Digital bike locks you can rent connected to your school pin or something of that nature. 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I don't know if this counts, but I think credit waivers for COVID graduates are really important. I know many people who 

usually excel at school who haven't been able to perform at full capacity over covid because of digital learning, added 

stress, etc, and therefore have missed credits, which then causes more stress. We are all trying. Most of my friends have 

jobs on top of attending school which is not an easy balance. 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I can't really think of anything 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

no 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

idk 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

nothing 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Kids who chose to be ignorant and say horrible things should be punished better.  Kids are getting away with hate 

crimes. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

more sports balls 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

A Don't Tread On Me and or Trump 2024 flag hung up at every school in the district 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 



Nothing is needed 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Make it so more homework can be done in class. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Maybe some better buses. Or bigger ones. I usually have to sit next to someone on the bus and it is definitely not three 

feet apart. Also my bus has seat belts that resemble baby seats rather than usual seat belts, that I strongly doubt any 

middle or high schooler could fit into. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

outside classes / meetups available for covid cautious or high risk students/families - covid safety education 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

camera covers on chromebooks that can be removeable 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

better computers 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

mac book air 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

more opportunities for psych support (therapist, psychologist, etc.) 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

maybe just maybe buy us headphones 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nope 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Having the option to step outside for a second if we need to during class would be nice. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

The things to cover your cameras. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 



I feel fine 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I am fine and feel safe now 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Possibly gender neutral bathrooms for trans people :) 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Something that would make me feel safer is if we had the ability to delete historys and had extra security on passwords 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

nope, just took this survey cause i was bored 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

It would be nice for the school wifi to not block the use of music apps such as spotify, amazon music, soundcloud, etc. 

Some students use music to focus in busy classroom, and not all music platforms allow you to download songs for free. 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

give me a taser 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

no I don't think so 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

nothing but thanks thoug 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Stylus 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I'm not sure. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

towls for the locker rooms no one uses the shower and every one sweats i think it would be conviniont for every one or 

make them purchable in our student store 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 



none 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

No 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Access to WiFi from non-school devices, I was effectively forced to check-out a chromebook from the school to order to 

do schoolwork. While the chromebook works perfectly and meets my needs, I already have a home laptop that I have to 

worry about damaging. I do not need to be stressed about the damage of two computers. So I would rather my personal 

laptop be able to connect to the school WiFi. Otherwise, I feel safe from a digital, physical, and emotional level. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nicer office people, also to not force kids to present presentations in front of the class if they have social anxiety etc, 

telling them to be brave is completely undermining it. i know its not the schools job to research stuff like that but i wish 

they were more understanding. also i really think more things surrounding black history needs to be taught. i feel like we 

only hit the surface level stuff when/if we are taught abt it in the classroom. the slurs non black people use around the 

school are really disgusting so i think if we were more educated on the topic they could see why its not okay to use. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

n/a 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Providing a good wi-fi for the students in case of emergencies ( school shootings etc) for texting their families. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Mental heath services 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't know I like my computer the way it is 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 



unsure 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing much personally 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Not really. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

better pizzaria at a lucha 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I honestly feel safe so i have no need to comment.. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

On line counseling services 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

The district is doing all they can to provide safety in all the listed areas. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

no 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

gerald 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

a lot of large men with large weapons defending my classroom at all times 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

 



nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

ur homeroom system sucks, change it. nobody participates and were always on our phones. it shows ur boring us, and 

its a waste of time. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I honestly think that the current measures are perfectly fine, although I would prefer if masks weren't mandatory during 

aerobic activity because it kind of suffocates you when you try to breath hard through the mask. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would look into switching from Securly (much more invasive to student privacy) to Cisco Umbrella, a filter system that 

is much faster with the school network while being way more secure. Instead of forcing an extension you can either use 

a DNS-based version of Cisco Umbrella or even having it be hybrid between Network based and extension based on 

Chromebooks. All of this is more effective at blocking improper sites while having a much more convenient setup! 

Securly itself is much more invasive when it comes to collecting student data on managed devices (something that most 

students aren't aware of normally) while Cisco Umbrella does one thing: filter out sites which violate CIPA and at the 

same time provide proper classroom management tools for testing without intrusively logging data on Social media sites 

(this is a thing with Securly as they have targeted event listeners for certain sites) simply under the sake of "safety." I feel 

like there is a certain line between safety and  privacy right violations and a lot more pros to using a less intrusive filter 

with a better setup. In my opinion, privacy violations automatically contradict the idea of student safety. Obviously there 

is trust between the student and its district but not necessarily Securly itself. Even then students still should have some 

kind of way to opt-out (easy with personal devices) but certain students can not really do this as the district doesn't 

seem to provide unmanaged devices without Securly (or managed devices without Securly). Therefore there isn't really a 

middle ground for any of this. Safety is so much more effective when it isn't forced in the way Securly does it (forcing 

event listeners on specific social media sites, looking for certain keywords which can be life threatening). I want to give 

an example of this: students isn't feeling so well so they look into a Suicide hotline on their Chromebook. Securly then 

logs this for "safety and saving lives" simply when the student is trying to get help without help being forced onto them 

in a privacy violating way. This students obviously wants some sort of privacy with their life and don't want help forced 

onto them when maybe they are trying to handle with things themselves. Other support systems exist! Forcing a 

support system onto them using a somewhat privacy violating extension is not a good way to do this at all. I know I am 

somewhat rambling on but the main point is that better alternatives exist, that most students don't give much thought 

into this, that there is a line between privacy and safety, and that lastly an alternative should exist for students who 

don't wish to opt-in. Thank you! 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

PS5 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



I dont know 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

flipgrid should be illegal 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing:) 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Remove Securly and get a better... "Blocking App".  Securly is for one bad at its one soul purpose I've seen people very 

easily get by it. Although that is not the end of the world, it does tend to block random things, for example you can't 

look up Netflix like at all. I needed the Netflix logo for a project image and Securly was just like nope. I kinda laughed at 

first like who's gonna use Netflix on these? Anyway I doubt this will change but I had to get that off my chest. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

no nothing else 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

stop the whole end of week reports on the cromebook because even if i dont do anything bad it still stresses me out a 

lot when she checks the reports and it completly invades my privacy 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

VPN's 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

a windows computer 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Nothing 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

 



nothing, i already feel safe 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Make sure students wear masks correctly. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

not sure 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Better alert systems for announcements/emergencies in music rooms. It's so loud in there because people are playing 

their instruments that we often miss announcements. If we were to go into lockdown it's possible the music students 

would have no idea. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

A STYLUS 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i like to be alone most of the time it realy dep on who it is 

Ninth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

No thanks 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

nothing with time anything can be cracked 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A better and bigger cuputer with a better screen size maybe an Apple computer. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Specialized classes for kids with ADHD. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

nothing 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 



not really 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I don't think so. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

VPN 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

mabey 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Nothing really 

Fifth Grade 

Roosevelt ES 

 

No 

Fifth Grade 

McLane ES 

 

no 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I would like service dogs to be seen and allowed more in school because I know how much my friends and I need our 

service dog. I'm working on getting an service dog someday for my blackouts and my anxiety attacks. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

To feel safe maybe like some cameras, so when like a shooter comes they can see it in the office. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Nothing. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I'm not sure... I think everything right now for safety is working out well 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 



idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

not as many online assignments its stressful 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would feel safer in the environment if most of the buildings had solar panels. 

Fifth Grade 

Centennial ES 

 

No anonymity for cyberbullying 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

No I do not think 

Fifth Grade 

LP Brown ES 

 

puppies and kittens 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

maybe like a key/card that every student/staff member has so they can open outside doors during school hours, and 

make the school an open campus sometimes things get too much at school and you need to get out, even if it's just to 

walk around the neighborhood or to sit in one of the tables outside, or sometimes you just forget something in you car 

and you can't go get it because you're not allowed    

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

guns 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

a safe sace room 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Everyone that attends school should be vaxxed 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 



Not a thing 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

School bike racks. Good working, fresh water fountains. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Perhaps more places for students to stand outside if it's raining. During lunch, or if you by chance get to school before 

that doors open and it's raining, you have no choice but to stand under the cover at the entrace or stand under the 

cover where the bike racks are. This makes everyone not social distanced, and some kids don't wear masks.  

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

to have access to the app store and install some games. other than that i am completely satisfied with my computer. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

wobbly chairs 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

No 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

I don't know 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

No hardware that I can think of would make me feel significantly safer. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

on the Chromebooks we currently have, there is the capability to use Linux, this should be made available. windows 

computers 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

nothing 

Fifth Grade 

McKenny ES 

 

 

 



I don't know 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing more 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I feel that my school is safe and can't think if anything to help me at the moment. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I'd say to just continue investing in secure software that prevents hacking of cameras/student info as best as possible. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

to have a place to go to when im feel like i need to be away from people or about to have a meltdown. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

spotify 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

No, you guys are awesome 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't know 

Fifth Grade 

Boston Harbor ES 

 

head phones should be provided 

Fifth Grade 

 

nothing 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

security 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none :) 

Twelfth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

 

 



idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Honestly as I was talking about before windows laptops would be so much better and easier than Chromebooks because 

the ui and everything is so much easier to navigate and easier to get places in the computer faster than Chromebooks 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Headphones the small personal ones and computer wipes 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

counsolor access that actual wants to help. teachers who respond. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

im fine 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

none 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

I don't know 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm fine with how it is. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

fidgets 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Personally, I do not need anything from the district itself as far as I can think of. 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

no 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

a meme calendar 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 



an ipad with a keyboard 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

none 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Do not know 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I already feel pretty safe when I'm online on school computers. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

A gender neutral bathroom. 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

phones for kids that dont have any or offer a program ill feel safer if i had a phone to contact people with in case of 

emergency , just saying 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

What investments would you like to see the district make in a technology 

and safety initiative? 
 

Idk 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

the district should invest in many online free speech programs. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Technology that allows for faster communication between students and staff, and improves the interface for in class and 

out of class work. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

new student issued computers. the computers we have now are not working well because they are old. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 



blocking more online pirated gaming sites 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better tech resources 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better laptops 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

none 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

good video and music editing software 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

do a better job at maintaining the tech in the classrooms. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

? 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

please make sure the Internet works at school. I have had multiple days this week where I was unable to get school work 

done because the school Internet was not working. 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Mouses 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

More parental controls for parents 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like there to be a camer on the back of the chromebook 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 



As far as my own school goes, I don't see much of an issue, personally. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Nothing else, just what I already said 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

smart phones and devices 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A bit more help for vao and orla students would be great. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Just constantly improving chrome books. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Just being able to add google extensions.. 

Seventh Grade 

 

Get (preferably windows) devices that allow me to open more than 3 tabs and good word prossing software. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

A mouse for my computer 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Get a better handle on the alarms put text books on schoology and the like 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better cromebooks 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

More time for lunch 

Seventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

No comment 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 

 



None 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Wifi 6 availability and wifi 6 capable devices 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Mice for the computer 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

getting rid of securly 

Eighth Grade 

 

I am not sure at this point. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

\_('u')_/ 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Smart boards for the teachers 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Chromebook cases and other accessories. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

to have charging stations around the school to keep your Chromebook in. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Silent computers. My Chromebook is always making a very soft wirring noise and it is very distracting when trying to 

read text on the screen or when doing my math h.w. or really anytime I am using it in a quiet environment. Also, having 

the number of pages students can print linked to their google account is ridiculous. Some students need to print out 

more pages for class assignments and are unable to do so. This policy does not take into account printing errors and 

needed to redo a job. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



More chargers 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

none 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

None 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

More to prevent an intruder 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

nothing really 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Advocate for free public broadband in the city 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Using technology for more interactive assignments. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

USB plug i webcam 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Better Chromebooks 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

better wifi 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

macbooks 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



I would like to see more books in the library and also to have a community club for people who don't feel accepted. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Bell systems that actually work on a regular basis 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Teach us taxes 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don’t have any specifics, but we should focus more on emotional and social safety rather than technology. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I believe that there should be more career focused classes 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

All I have said is what should be implemented for better staff and student usability. The students deserve more. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

better chromebook cases 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

none currently 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better, more secure technology. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Idk 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

TANKS 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

I don't know, doesn't Securely ban all inappropriate websites? 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

 



Im not sure 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Bio-metric recognition to enter school building 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like to see them invest in science equipment's. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

LINUX ENABLED 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I long for paper/packet homework, but, yes, the technology is fine. Although, in my opinion, Schoology is so much more 

difficult than Google Classroom. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

I think our technology is pretty good as is. I think giving resources to teachers is a better investment. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Things for students who don't have a lot to provide things they need a little more because things are really hard right 

now. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

A location tracker on our chrome to find it if we lose it. Let no hackers hack our chrome and to be able to change our 

chrome password. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Electric buses,computer systems where my teachers can't watch me 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Not sure 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 

 



stop securly, it doesn't work, it just blocks sites that I actually use 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

safer web search 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

Headphones 

Eleventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Extra chargers at school. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

New smart boards and devices with Windows OS and Hotspots 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

so far I feel perfectly safe and good in my school but maybe some students would like to have advanced systems for 

math help and writing/reading help. Also maybe some sort of system for if people are getting bullied and other things in 

that category. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

replacing paper with digital 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

None 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

none 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Apps that teach app and internet safty, and maybe something that can be worked better in a backpack 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

well again I don't have much of an opinion. 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 



I'm not sure 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Tablets and more screens in classrooms 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Better chairs. They hurt a lot of peoples back. We could also do more standing activities. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

i don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I think we should get new chromebooks EVENTUALLY, but I know these are relatively new and were expensive! They are 

just slow and can be difficult to use. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I am not really sure 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

seems fine to me 

Tenth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Making sure that technology we all receive are the same models and have the same capabilities. 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I don’t really have an opinion for that 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I would like the district to rely a little less on technology. When there are tech issues (they are often district-wide) a lot 

of the time it makes completing work incredibly difficult. There are not many available alternative places to find and 

work on assignments. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

I have no opinion 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

 

 



I want the district to continue with adding new technology wile focusing a little more on safety. Also, PLEASE, block the 

snake game. It is all people do in class 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

Hybrid. no more character strong 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Nothing I can think of. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

I dont know 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Better technology that isn't buggy. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Maybe higher quality tech 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like to see new outer case bags for the chromebooks. The ones that have the strap, that would make me feel like 

my chromebook is safe from cracking or being damaged in my backpack. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Spend more money into better tasting food 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

No bullying, schools say they dont allow it but it has happened at previous schools. 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would Like the distrist to replace the computers with APPLE tablets that can turn into computer so they would be 

lighter and they would stay charged longer 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

 

 



reliable networking, devices, and other systems 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I don’t know 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

PRIVACY! I feel like I need to get my own laptop to even feel secure using it. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

nothing else. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Make a better bus routes. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Mostly what I said about the wifi issues in the previous slide. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Making it easier for disables/hard of walking people to go up floors. An upgrade to our vending machines. 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

 

Higher quality online activities/assessments. Teachers are often thrown into the online environment which can create 

unstructured and unorganized assignments. A high quality guideline would help. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

More WiFi because the WiFi is usually lagging. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 



Hmm... I suppose classes? I'm not really sure. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like to see ALL of the schools to have the same access to things because right now my school has so much more 

than what other middle schools have, so if there could just be a more equal distribution between the schools that would 

be really nice. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

don't know 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

Nothing 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I would like to see investments in school issued laptops that are bigger and more up to date, in addition I think large 

projectors that can be drawn on digitally are crucial for learning. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i dont know 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I can't think of any  

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

dont know, but since passwords are nearly identical across websites we use that is a problem. 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

better computors, give us less online restrictions i.e. dont give us restricted mod on youtube. 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Buying each teacher one or two extra cromebook chargers for their classrooms because many teachers don't have any. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

esports 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

 



idk 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

On some classes, specifically some of the arts classes, there are new modes of art that are not accessible in these classes 

(I.E. digital art) 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

BETTER COMPUTERS AND INTERNET PLEASE 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

none 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

 

IDK 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I don't know. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Teach students how to build personal computers, it's an easy way to save money as well as being an integral part of 

society in the future. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I would like the school district to make sure that all chromebooks work properly. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

District monitoring 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

taller desks i am really tall and my legs hit the bottom of the desk a lot. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

 

Not chromebooks get something better 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

3090 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 



I would like the district to make investment in faster laptops 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

i don't know i feel like its fine how it already is 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

 

Just monitoring less of our computers would help me feel safer. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

Make sure school property is being used properly 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I'm already very happy the air filters were added to classrooms, but something the school could do is provide N95 and 

NIOSH approved masks to students, as they are much safer than the current blue ones that are left for kids. 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

 

better drawing and art apps 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

 

I think chromebooks are a good device 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

 

into the internet servers that's the only thing going wierd latley 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

I like it how it is. 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

 

Allowing students who don't their own devices to use their computer for more purposes that would otherwise be 

impossible 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

 

More screen space and better controls. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

 

possibly updated securly 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 



mouse 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

Drawing tablets & stylus's to check out in our school library 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

idk 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

To keep checking in with students, and providing them with things they need that they might not be able to afford/get in 

general 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

I don't know 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

I dont know 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

Nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS

I can't think of much right now 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

its fine right now with Chromebooks, cameras, wifi, etc things its all good. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

be more serious about bullying conflict 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

N/A 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 



Please use some common sense and try to use small test groups before making any big decisions 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

macbooks 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

Idk 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

better technology equipment or more ways to deal with technology issues. No offense, but it took 4 people coming into 

my classroom for testing on October 5th to help kids with loading the test site. 4 people. If there were better ways, apps, 

servers, (i think more servers) or whatever to help people with those types of issues, i and others would be very thankful 

if the district invested in it. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

nothing at the moment. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

get adobe apps 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

laptops and a therapist in school with the counselors 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

I'm good with what I got. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

theres not really anything 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

Better computers 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Less Security in some cases would be nice. Securely blocks every fifth link and this makes it difficult to deeply research 

topics. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 



Give everyone the same computer 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

more touch screen devices. 

Sixth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

better food 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

Better WiFi for sure. In the 800 hall I have a hard time opening anything ever and the other day, in the 100 hall, the WiFi 

was completely out. I couldn't even open Schoology to do my assignments. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

macbooks instead of cchromebooks 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

Get off of Facebook. 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

none 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

idk 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

none. 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

more headphones 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Back-up chargers for classrooms. Teachers usually have one, but a lot of kids forget to charge their chromebooks and 

need to charge them during class. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

I'm fine 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 



I don´t know, if I would want to invest. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

continue with chromebooks for all students, meetups or synchronous learning for highrisk families 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

hepa filters online classes 

Twelfth Grade 

Avanti HS 

I do not know 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

better computers and vpns if needed 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

mac book airs 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I don't know 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

I would like more computer chargers in the classrooms. 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 

I do not have an opinion 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

Maybe supplies to clean our chromebooks (example: computer wipes, sanitary spray, etc) 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

Faster laptops for students would be great! It would help speed up our work.  Also, some of my teachers have pretty 

slow or outdated computers (namely using windows 7). I'm sure that this slows down their work too. Free 

tampons/pads in bathrooms for students would also be a great investment. 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 



buy some bitcoin 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I actually don't have anything so i don't know 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

none 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

Stylus 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

bigger screen chromebook 

Fifth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

I think the district should invest in better website management since some important resources are blocked while other 

very inappropriate websites are unblocked. 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

More chromebook chargers at school that fit our chromebooks in case someone forgets theirs. Also a couple more spare 

chromebooks in case someone forgets theirs. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

i have no idea 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

The Chromebooks block websites that are necessary for homework/research/etc. and then don't block other websites 

that should be. The wifi in the school gets completely overloaded extremely quickly, and prevents some students from 

being able to do their work when they need to. The Chromebook screens are too narrow for some programs the school 

uses, for example Big Ideas Math, which is my online textbook that I use in my Algebra 2 class. It doesn't allow me to 

scroll from left to right, and it doesn't let me zoom out, so I am missing part of the screen at any given time, as it is 

covered up by the button that reads the problem aloud to you. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I don't know. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 



I would like a better school bus system. I know that the district is short on drivers right now, so I have some sympathy, 

but the shortages are still canceling some routes. Personally, I drive to school every day and the large buses make it 

difficult to arrive on time due to the traffic they create. I am lucky that I can afford to drive to school, the current school 

bus system feels unreliable at best for both its passengers and others. I would like to see an investment in alternatives to 

school buses, like maybe an extension of the Intercity Transit system or rentable bikes. 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I believe the most important change to make in the school technology is to add more features to chromebooks. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

Idk 

Tenth Grade 

Avanti HS 

Having a wi-fi that won’t go through peoples privacy 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Invest in augmented or virtual reality devices for more interactive learning 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

More access to various software programs. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

NONE 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Better Band width 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

? 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

Refurnish Chromebooks every so often 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

no hacking 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 



None 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

Not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

I dont know. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

bring back corflex time at Marshal Middle School 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

Continue sending Securly weekly 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

N/A 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

An step forward rather, not an investment in my opinion shouldn't be necessary through the eyes that belong to me 

which see that the district is fine as is however I will be leaving the district in less than two years so the choices of the 

district henceforth aren't a concern to me. 

Eleventh Grade 

Avanti HS 

Better computers, Faster wifi 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

I want a bigger screen and faster processor, faster WiFi, and since are keeping this for a long time it has to work well and 

be durable. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

giving me all the money so i can relapse into the alcoholism that has destroyed my life 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

give me the CHEESE 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 



nothing 

Eighth Grade 

Reeves MS 

no 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Teachers should zoom in on what they're showing us more so it is easier to see 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I don't have any suggestions or opinions on this topic. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

Check out my previous response: Look into Cisco Umbrella as a filter instead of Securly  Past response: I would look into 

switching from Securly (much more invasive to student privacy) to Cisco Umbrella, a filter system that is much faster 

with the school network while being way more secure. Instead of forcing an extension you can either use a DNS-based 

version of Cisco Umbrella or even having it be hybrid between Network based and extension based on Chromebooks. All 

of this is more effective at blocking improper sites while having a much more convenient setup! Securly itself is much 

more invasive when it comes to collecting student data on managed devices (something that most students aren't aware 

of normally) while Cisco Umbrella does one thing: filter out sites which violate CIPA and at the same time provide proper 

classroom management tools for testing without intrusively logging data on Social media sites (this is a thing with 

Securly as they have targeted event listeners for certain sites) simply under the sake of "safety." I feel like there is a 

certain line between safety and  privacy right violations and a lot more pros to using a less intrusive filter with a better 

setup. In my opinion, privacy violations automatically contradict the idea of student safety. Obviously there is trust 

between the student and its district but not necessarily Securly itself. Even then students still should have some kind of 

way to opt-out (easy with personal devices) but certain students can not really do this as the district doesn't seem to 

provide unmanaged devices without Securly (or managed devices without Securly). Therefore there isn't really a middle 

ground for any of this. Safety is so much more effective when it isn't forced in the way Securly does it (forcing event 

listeners on specific social media sites, looking for certain keywords which can be life threatening). I want to give an 

example of this: students isn't feeling so well so they look into a Suicide hotline on their Chromebook. Securly then logs 

this for "safety and saving lives" simply when the student is trying to get help without help being forced onto them in a 

privacy violating way. This students obviously wants some sort of privacy with their life and don't want help forced onto 

them when maybe they are trying to handle with things themselves. Other support systems exist! Forcing a support 

system onto them using a somewhat privacy violating extension is not a good way to do this at all. I know I am 

somewhat rambling on but the main point is that better alternatives exist, that most students don't give much thought 

into this, that there is a line between privacy and safety, and that lastly an alternative should exist for students who 

don't wish to opt-in. Thank you! 

Twelfth Grade 

Capital HS 

more online textbooks 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 



none really 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

Im not sure 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

school permitted phones 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I think that an issued pair of headphones or earbuds for every student is a good idea. 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

nothing else 

Ninth Grade 

Avanti HS 

Better computers 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

VPN's 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

More device safety ie; blocking sites that steal information and built in protection from information stealing 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

none 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

windows computers 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

I don't know. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

nothing 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 



I like schoology please keep it. 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

Invest in good security and alert systems. 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

Nothing. STYLUS 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

? 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

keeping the hackers away 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

Not sure 

Fifth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

More technology 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

invest your time on unlocking all websites 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

what I said to the last Q 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I would like to see more Covid 19 protection in class ad on school campus. 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

its already too safe 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 



Nothing 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

nothing 

Fifth Grade 

Roosevelt ES 

iPads 

Fifth Grade 

McLane ES 

I don' know 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

nothing 

Sixth Grade 

Reeves MS 

Better tech 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Im fine with everything 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

Anything? 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

Nothing much. :) 

Sixth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

I want them to be full on. Not just keep it to the side but ACTUALLY listen to suggestions and make a change. It would be 

nice to know from students answering this survey hearing that their idea was taken into consideration and thought 

through. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 



I don't think technology is that important for students to have, so probably put more investment into the safety for what 

tech we get to have. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

Not making all of our work and teaching be online 

Twelfth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Secure computers and technology. 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

I think i am ok for now 

Fifth Grade 

LP Brown ES 

subtitles for audio questions 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

maybe buy some ipads or tablets, or computers that are little bigger with touch screens and for websites to not be 

blocked 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

mouses 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

IDK 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

Although I totally understand that this is a big stretch, but I would love MacBooks/Window's computers that students 

can borrow for the school year (like Chromebooks). I do understand that that'll be very hard to achieve, because it'll be 

1) Pricey 2) Could get stolen/damaged.

Sixth Grade

Washington MS

even bigger screens 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

personally i am OK of  what i have on my computer. 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 



personal styluses or cases for all Chromebooks 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

wifi? ik the wifi companies suck and you might already be throwing all the money at that but wifi sucks and also its too 

hard to use my phone at school cuz the data is broken there and wifi is hard to log onto 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

better chromebooks 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

Nothing at the moment 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

I don't know 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

One thing that  doesn't really concern my safety but other students safety is that people are learning how to get around 

securly. It would be best if you were to spend some time improving the chromebook's school settings. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

windows computers and promote keeping a journal or other type of emotional self help. There is a focus on resources 

for help that come from others but many people are afraid to take that step and talk to others about the issues they 

face, as such I think there should be more of an initiative to have systems where people can help themself, or at least 

better understand themself 

Eleventh Grade 

Capital HS 

Don't know 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I feel safe using this technology 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

I think the district is doing good! 

Sixth Grade 

Washington MS 

Same as previous answer, to just continue investing in secure software that protects students' information and privacy. 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 



nothing 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 

unpopular opinon but safty should be lowered expect from viruses but i think pro gaming secne or rooms for practicing 

at the least 

Eighth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

idk 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

None 

Ninth Grade 

Headphones 

Fifth Grade 

Boston Harbor ES 

less asking for idetificasion 

Fifth Grade 

Pioneer ES 

I know that this is off topic but I want more air filters in classrooms. If we had those I would not be going to ORLA. 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

i dont know 

Seventh Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

new computers and work stations 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

none :) 

Twelfth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

i dont know any 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

Windows laptops 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 



Computer Wipes 

Eighth Grade 

Jefferson MS 

up to date software 

Seventh Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

idk 

Ninth Grade 

no input 

Sixth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

Maybe some more outlets in good places so you can charge your chromebook or phone in class 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

better internet and mouse 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

I'm fine with how it is. 

Seventh Grade 

Washington MS 

It does not matter to me. 

Ninth Grade 

ORLA/VAO 

High school students  in the district need better computers, we rely on them for most of our homework, especially after 

online schooling, and if we don't have reliable computers, we cant produce our best work. 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

overall better chromebooks with faster loading times :3 

Ninth Grade 

Olympia HS 

an animatronic mascot 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

give everyone an ipad with keyboard 

Seventh Grade 

Reeves MS 



good chairs 

Ninth Grade 

Capital HS 

Apple comp 

Eleventh Grade 

Olympia HS 

Do not know 

Seventh Grade 

Jefferson MS 

better wifi at schools. can be very spotty and makes it hard to work at times and sometimes impossible 

Tenth Grade 

Olympia HS 

I'm not sure what investments I would like to see the district make. 

Eighth Grade 

Washington MS 

Unknown 

Eighth Grade 

Thurgood Marshall MS 

offering programs for kids that cant afford devices :) 

Tenth Grade 

Capital HS 
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	What features would you like to have in a school issued device? 
	I don’t know Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  Faster, mine gets really slow with lots of tabs. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Everything is great Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I can’t think of any specific improvements, the devices work properly and are a major improvement upon computers I’ve been using in the past in my education. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I would like to continue having the touchscreen Ninth Grade Capital HS  Not having as many websites blocked Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Faster speed, no lag. Eighth Grade W
	 Im fine with what i have now Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  none - i use macbook since im a running start student Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  The lock button to work and lock you CB when needed Ninth Grade Olympia HS  not grammarly and good music and video editing software Ninth Grade Olympia HS  short battery life, the screen at times acts as if it is being clicked randomly Twelfth Grade Capital HS  Google hangouts/chats in gmail. It would help if people don't like their emails being spammed. Seventh Grade Jef
	Everything is good right now Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Outer customization (stickers, cases), Shimejji, Google web store unlocked, more social media sites unlocked, AND, the ability to run and download more files. But I suppose all of that can be handled with getting the Google Web Store unlocked. Tenth Grade Capital HS  I'd like to be able to use Python and Photoshop. I'd also like to have a bigger keyboard. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  unblocked Spotify or music apps Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I'd like to have l
	Olympia HS  one that does not freeze when I open for than 3 tabs.  windows computers.  a pen with a hard tip. Ninth Grade Capital HS  Money printer Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  no lag Seventh Grade Reeves MS  Headphones Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing really Sixth Grade Washington MS  A lot of school sights get blocked when we are using that sight for Homework Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Nothing Seventh Grade Capital HS  Touch screen only in tablet mode would be nice, so that you don't accidentally c
	Capital HS  Not having Securly Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Maybe a camera lens blocker Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  I would like to be able to print at home, not just at school. Ninth Grade Capital HS  Phone chargers Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I love the touch screen I have on mine maybe more reading to you options Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I wouldn't know, I don't use osd chromebooks. Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  Just somthing that I can get my work done with. Tenth Grade Capital HS  A chromebook case or bag would be
	Capital HS  I want the type on touchscreen thing back. And not as many sites blocked Seventh Grade Washington MS  better volume would be very nice, they're super quiet Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Word Eleventh Grade Capital HS  none Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I dont know Seventh Grade Reeves MS  current chromebooks at the high school are fine as is Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  More customization. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  a stylus Tenth Grade Olympia HS  They're good as they are Tenth Grade Capital HS 
	 idk Eighth Grade Reeves MS  What I have now is fine Ninth Grade Capital HS  idk Eighth Grade Reeves MS  Bigger screen, faster response time, etc. Seventh Grade Washington MS  A mouse Tenth Grade Olympia HS  macbook Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Include a mouse Eleventh Grade Capital HS  If we could put stickers on our chromebook. Also be able to play computer games on the chrome book. Tenth Grade Capital HS  more google chrome extension, AND UNBLOCK MUSIC WEB PLAYERS PLSSSSS!!!!!!!! Eighth Grade Washington MS
	Spotify Tenth Grade Capital HS  it takes up a lot of room in my backpack. I have limited space to be lugging around a computer that I have only used on two occasions thus far in the school year. As of right now it is taking up space that is greatly needed by any of my materials from my 4 AP classes.  Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  i think it would be nice if a slightly wider variety of games was enabled Sixth Grade Washington MS  i would like to have dark mode. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  The computer should have a
	Less lag Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Touch screen, large screen, good camera resolution. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Idk Sixth Grade Washington MS  Bigger screan, audio port, hdmi port, more USB ports, Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  i would like tanks roaming around the school Sixth Grade Reeves MS  more comfortable keyboard Twelfth Grade Capital HS  I think these Chromebooks are adequate. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  i feel like access to being able to download useful chrome extensions would be nice. there is one that i
	Like to have windows 10 or 11 Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Probably like not block literally everything. I mean, you blocked google doodles. They shouldn't be blocked, and sometimes even you block things that  a teacher wants us to see or go on. Also, the chromebooks at Washington have a camera on the front (near Eighth Grade Reeves MS  Developer tools(Linux) available as well as inspect(ctrl+shift+i) allowed. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  None. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Incognito mode Ninth Grade Olympia HS  There u
	more touch screen.a pen on the side and flip able. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  I would like it to be less heavy. Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  access to sites such as all long such as canvas,Kahoot,etc. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Longer battery power Eleventh Grade Capital HS  Not sure, but maybe less things blocked on the chromebooks? (I know that's securly not the district, but I still think there are a lot of helpful things that are blocked) Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  less weirdly blocked sites; securly prevents
	there is no new features that I think are necessary for a school issued device. Eighth Grade Reeves MS  Touchscreen, tabletmode Tenth Grade Capital HS  Camera cover Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing I am complely fine with it Sixth Grade Washington MS  Some of my keys don't press well. When I try to switch to the international keyboard, I can't get some of the accents. The chromebook sleeves are too tight and hard to put on, it would be nice if the sleeves were easy to put on. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Not ev
	Longer battery life, lighter weight Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Being able to decorate? Also maybe a mouse? Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Touch screen or a tablet with a key board Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Bag for Chromebook Ninth Grade Capital HS  it’d be nice if we had school issued headphones. i know those are sometimes required and a lot of students don’t have the time to get them from the library and/or can’t afford to get their own. Tenth Grade Capital HS  I'm not sure. Tenth Grade Capital HS  touch scre
	its fine Tenth Grade ORLA/VAO  Grammerly would be nice Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  Nothing that I could think of Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  It might be nice to have a portable charger available seeing as there are only so many plug-ins for students that need to charge their Chromebooks. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  Not as many restrictions. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Something usable and durable Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I can't think of anything to add Seventh Grade Washington MS  A school issued case would be nic
	Bigger screen Tenth Grade Olympia HS  
	I like the rounded corners on all edges, provides a safer handling, I also like the touch screens. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  spotify Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Just make sure all the features function properly. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Faster loading speeds Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I would like the outer case to have a strap so it doesn't get cracked or pressurized in my backpack. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I would like to have a less heavy computer Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Have IPads with keyboard
	I’d prefer a Windows OS or a Mac OS computer Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO  access to communication, but overall everything is fine for learning purposes. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  Touch screen Seventh Grade Washington MS  touchscreen Seventh Grade Reeves MS  Accessories Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Using windows and being able to install our own apps would be nice Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Maybe a touch pen so the Chromebook is not dirty? Eighth Grade Washington MS  Touch screen, bigger, lightweight Ninth Grade Olympi
	Something to make the computers load faster. These Chromebooks are so slow, they make the turtle look like the jackrabbit. Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  The ability to use Netflix, Spotify, and Disney plus but only after school hours for Netflix and Disney plus. Eighth Grade Washington MS  The touch screen for some of them is hard sometimes. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  Nothing I don’t already have in the chrome book Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I would appreciate a chromebook cover, and something that tells y
	I would like a better camera and microphone even though we are not on zoom for now if we have to make videos in class it would be nice to have something better than the Chromebooks. Eighth Grade Washington MS  youtube stuff not blocked Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I don't know Sixth Grade Reeves MS  As a running start student, I'd like to be able to install educational applications as my professors require them. It's quite a bit of a hassle right now. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  ? Eleventh Grade Capital HS  I 
	I really like the touch screens but I don't think the computers need anything else. Maybe something to clean the screen because they get dirty from handprints. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Tap Screen. Twelfth Grade Capital HS  im fine with it Ninth Grade Capital HS  Long-lasting battery Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I do not know Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I would like it if it wasn't a Chromebook next time. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  whenever my chromebook dies I lose all my tabs. On my personal chromebook it h
	games Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Something thinner Tenth Grade Olympia HS  none Eighth Grade Washington MS  It does everything I need it to, I would just prefer the ability to run an os that can run adobe acrobat and other similar software. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Grammerly Ninth Grade Capital HS  Better internet and maybe something that works better. Ninth Grade Capital HS  airsoft and nerf Seventh Grade Washington MS  IDK Ninth Grade Olympia HS  A bit more control over settings. Ninth Grade Olympia HS 
	I would like to be able to download school appropriate apps like minecraft or even minecraft education edition. Seventh Grade Reeves MS  spotify Twelfth Grade Capital HS  higher quality screen as in higher pixel count. Eighth Grade Washington MS  It would e nice if we were given a stylus for our chromebooks Ninth Grade Avanti HS  Better access and navigation with device Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  less sucurly Seventh Grade Washington MS  rtx 3090 Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  A faster laptop Ninth Grade Olympia
	The ability to do my school work efficiently and timely the way the Chromebook is now works perfectly it is the students who decide how to use it Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I want it to be a better quality computer. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I'm currently happy with my device, I don't know of anything else I'd want. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  I would like the restrictions on YouTube to be reevaluated due to not being to view some videos needed for school. Example, "Through Deaf Eyes" was not available. Tenth Gra
	better softwear and updated specs, the chormebook is far too laggy Eighth Grade Reeves MS  a mouse would be nice Tenth Grade Capital HS  Brighter/better Screen and not ChromeOS Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  Just be able to connect a drawing tablet & stylus to it without an issue. Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  windows 11 Sixth Grade Washington MS  being able to make files on the desktop Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  not sure Seventh Grade Washington MS  I would like there to be able to change the first name in your
	The Chromebooks themselves are fine but I'd like our internet usage to be less restrictive. I understand that we should be using these Chromebooks for school, but some websites that I've actually needed to access for school are blocked. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  Nothing Tenth Grade Capital HS  An actual mouse instead of using the small trackpad Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Possibly Grammarly, and Time4Learning. Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO  not blocking everything would be nice. maybe getting some new chrome
	adobe illustrator Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  The way you have set it up is great. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Add block Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  shortcuts on home screen Sixth Grade Washington MS  Touch Screen, 360 degree rotation, technically all we have now Sixth Grade Washington MS  Having your teachers email already recognized within your email so you don't have to look at staff names, and try and figure out their email, which takes way longer. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  the ability to use a monitor 
	slow Ninth Grade Avanti HS  a bigger screen and keyboard with faster loading in school Eighth Grade Washington MS  a better camera Ninth Grade Olympia HS  the ability to download useful school appropriate apps and spotify. Eighth Grade Washington MS  Light computer Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  
	A faster CPU would be extremely beneficial. The dual core processors in the  school issued chromebooks can induce lag at times. For example  large documents are extremely hard to work with. Tenth Grade Capital HS  i love Grammerly. even though i have it, some students may not. Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I like to have a light Chromebook so it's not extremely hard to lug around everyday. I also like the screen size that we have right now as well as the touchscreen. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Everything i
	the touch screen is nice but it can get messy with younger kids, like my little sibling. there chrome book is nasty Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Touch Screen Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Not sure. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  more text to speech options Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I miss the chromebooks that had a handle on them. Tenth Grade Capital HS  They are ok Ninth Grade Capital HS  The ability to unsubscribe from any website, including restricted ones. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Be able to print Twelfth Grade Olympi
	a sturdy chromebook case Eleventh Grade Capital HS  the abilaty for difrent start up pages Ninth Grade Olympia HS  i really dont like chromebooks id rather use a regular computer Tenth Grade Avanti HS  Mac book air, no restrictions to websites because it blocks acsess to school related Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Google Tenth Grade ORLA/VAO  A way to clean the computers well Sixth Grade Washington MS  nothing really Tenth Grade Capital HS  Nothing Seventh Grade Reeves MS  Nothing comes to mind when asked this q
	Full size, at least 17", screen compatible with Linux Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  I honestly use my personal laptop most of the time, so chromebooks aren't something I use a ton Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I would like if all chromebooks were touchscreens. Eighth Grade Reeves MS  less blocked websites, some of it blocks good resources for research Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  The touch-screen chromebooks are really nice! I find it easier to do certain things with them, especially reading long text. Tenth Grade Ava
	A case for the chromebook. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  to be able to listen to any  music we like no matter if its not school appropriate or is were adults that have learned about sex and drugs and slave oweners a few cuss words in a song is stupid Eleventh Grade Capital HS  none Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I don't know. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Greater access to settings Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  An app that can track the chromebook's location so students can't lose them, a better camera so students can take pi
	More immersive capabilities Eleventh Grade Capital HS  Access to be able to download more apps. Many apps on the chrome store that would be very useful for school we are not able to download. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Don’t use school devices, we use them way to much and they suck… Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  not having every thing blocked Sixth Grade Washington MS  a better operating system and protective cases Eighth Grade Washington MS  Longer battery life Ninth Grade Olympia HS  everything Seventh Grade 
	 Assistive technology for spelling (like Dragon Speak) Sixth Grade Reeves MS  N/A Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  A feature I'd like on a school issued device would be not as many blocked websites on chrome. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  nothing Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Wifi that works Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Being able to actually access the web. For a lot of people this is the only device they have, I understand blocking things at school, but at home too? Even Spotify ? Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  Bigger
	frustrating. It is in the settings under "on startup" and the option to continue where you left off is hidden. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  quit blocking stuff Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I like being able to use it as a touch screen Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  more file running capability so I don't have to convert a file every time its in a foreign format. Tenth Grade Capital HS  I would like them to be able to load youtube videos, but I think that is a problem with the school district software. Twelfth Grade Oly
	The "more" is simple: compatibility. It allows for a large variety of prod. based applications such as Photoshop, Unity, PowerToys and even Premiere Pro which greatly helps out tech classes at any school here along with addressing common usage. The file manager system is much more comfortable on Windows plus Google related programs can work just as well. I understand that Google Enterprise Policy is convenient but I feel that when it comes to managed device, Windows excels much more in this field. Managemen
	If that isn't possible I think that certain ad blocking extensions such as uBlock Origin should be force installed through policy on Chromebooks since its somewhat a hindrance with some sites which force ads onto users on a school issued advice (Extension also has settings which can allow for disabling on sites that are broken due to the ad blocking extension). Allowing uBlock Origin on Chromebooks also acts as a buffer to privacy on Chromebooks. Although students have opted-in into their districts policy i
	Lastly, I think certain extensions such as Grammarly, Co:Writer, etc. should not be enabled by default as that can slow down your Chromebook a ton. Currently Chromebooks here have a ton of intrusive filters which hinder the experience of owning a school managed device. Also unnecessary policies such as force pinning apps to the Dock (not sure of the Chromebook name) are simply a bit annoying. Same logic goes along with extensions. 
	I feel that if the school district can look into some of these changes, performance and productivity could increase dramatically. Sorry for the huge rant but I hope some of the points above are clearer now. :) Twelfth Grade Capital HS   
	No blockking of websites AFTER school Eighth Grade Washington MS  Just not so many games blocked. Twelfth Grade Capital HS  idk Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  easy to use Ninth Grade Olympia HS  None:) Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Get some sort of case, they get scratched on their backs really easily. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  nothing else Ninth Grade Avanti HS  Not sure Eighth Grade Washington MS  i would like for the whole reports thing to stop becuase it complety invades our privacy Tenth Grade Capital
	A mice that comes with the chromebook. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I would like to have a new case. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  have an editing software Ninth Grade Capital HS  There's no apps, or anything I can think of that I need or think that I need. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  cases Sixth Grade Washington MS  nothing Ninth Grade Olympia HS  none Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  I want the abilty to use google meet Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  A STYLUS FOR THE TOUCH SCREEN CHROMEBOOK Ninth Grade Olympia HS  
	mhm idk Ninth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  bigger screen, touch screen Sixth Grade Washington MS  just a bit faster, chromebooks are stupidly slow Ninth Grade Capital HS  The computer needs to be faster. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  website unblock Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  All computers be touch screen Fifth Grade ORLA/VAO  The feature to play games on the chromebooks Tenth Grade Olympia HS  a better camra and ahev a bigger sceen. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Faster loading speeds and less gliches. Sixth 
	Nothing Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  unsure Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I wish we could have more freedom in choosing (tabs, videos) Fifth Grade Roosevelt ES  Touch screen. Fifth Grade McLane ES  unblock cool math games Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I can't think of anything a the moment Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  a message showing when its at like 10 % Sixth Grade Reeves MS  Less restrictions on them. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Able to search things needed for classes Tenth Grade Olympia HS  this was mo
	Maybe a wireless mouse, so its easier to click on stuff on the screen. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  The current chromebook is way to heavy, thick, and display resolution is so bad. These should be improved. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Bigger screen, more abilities, longer charging, faster charging, less internet/technology issues, less chromebook lags, and a lot more Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  idk Ninth Grade Olympia HS  tablet like devices rather than computers. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I don't really like secu
	A caps lock key Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  bigger touch screen, more battery life, unlimited access (there's a lot of things blocked) Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  phones Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Phones aloud Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  HDMI port. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Everything that it has now Eighth Grade Washington MS  Touch Screen, Google Clock app. It is disabled on the Chromebooks. Netflix availability. -Students have accounts so either way they will be watching it. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Better Wi
	my touch screen not working I would like faster speed it takes like 5 min to open up schoology and by the time the teacher went over like 5 questions of the homework. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  More access to apps Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  password, spotify, no blocking unnecessary things Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  A touch screen pen Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Not bogging down with lots of windows Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Is it at all possible to have a mouse come with the chromeb
	I'm not sure. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  I don't really know. Sixth Grade Washington MS  I think it might be nice to have more websites unblocked. For instance I tried loading information for college but the website that they used was blocked (I get that some websites aren't secure, though). Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  nothing Tenth Grade Capital HS  i think everything about it is perfectly fine however i personlly disagree with giving each student a youtube account and putting it on restricted mode so you 
	i like what it has now Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  more in class assignments Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Letting use be able to open music applications if we are unable to listen on our phone (spotify, pandora, soundcloud, apple music, etc) Twelfth Grade ORLA/VAO  Id say maybe a bigger screen size and I know this is blocked but they should add spotify back because it really helps some people focus like me its really hard to focus without music and I don't do as well without it. Also I feel like windows is a much ea
	comes with ear buds Ninth Grade Capital HS  Standard is fine Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  none Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO  I think they're good the way they are right now Tenth Grade Olympia HS  better internet and mouse Ninth Grade Capital HS  Nothing i can think of Twelfth Grade Capital HS  I'm fine with how it is. Seventh Grade Washington MS  It doesn't matter to me, I'm fine with what I have school device wise. Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO  Better microphone for recordings for Flip grid, Schoology audio recordings, et
	N/A Ninth Grade Capital HS  Do not know Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  larger screen, faster in general Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Not sure Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I can't think of any other capabilities I need. Eighth Grade Washington MS  an ability to have a dark mode, for students with sensitive eyes. Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Access to the chrome web store for themes and so forth or not as much security cause not all kids have phones or fancy gadgets like that and our laptops our the only t
	Please tell us what features you would like to have in your teacher displays.  
	Smart boards are great Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing needs to change Ninth Grade Olympia HS   
	Sometimes the teachers don’t entirely know how they work, I think it’s more important for the school to help teachers understand the tech than improve the tech itself. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Easier to use and able to hook up to speakers Ninth Grade Capital HS  Nothing Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Big enough to see from back of class Tenth Grade Olympia HS  none Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Lots of the projectors are not working and tech is not helping to fix it Twelfth Grade Capital HS  ? Eighth Grade Jefferson
	I think all the teacher displays are good Ninth Grade Olympia HS  N/A. Tenth Grade Capital HS  mostly just interactivity Eleventh Grade Capital HS  A touch screen would be very usefull. Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  None to add. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Having easy to use devices will make classes much smoother, waiting for teachers to figure the device out wastes time. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  Is it important for the teacher display to be larger?  sometimes text is small and other students with not 
	 None Tenth Grade Olympia HS  nice and calm and helpful Seventh Grade Washington MS  I am not sure. Ninth Grade Capital HS  [what] is a teacher display Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  I would like the teachers at CHS to have the smart boards that they had at JMS Tenth Grade Capital HS  i dont know Tenth Grade Capital HS  Ease of use Eleventh Grade Capital HS  It would be nice if they displays were projected onto a whiteboard so they could be drawn on using dry erase markers, however I don't like using digital pens. 
	 Accesible for all students Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Ability to write well on displays. Tenth Grade Capital HS  idk Eighth Grade Reeves MS  Touchscreen, and Bigger Ninth Grade Capital HS  idk Eighth Grade Reeves MS  None Tenth Grade Capital HS  Pens to Wright on progector Ninth Grade Capital HS  Mr. gant has a great system with his Ipad and apple pen. He projects it onto the whiteboard so we are able to see, and he can easily write on it with his apple pen. If the students want to interact with it they ca
	Touch screen capabilities. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Idk Sixth Grade Washington MS  TANKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! EEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!! Sixth Grade Reeves MS  I am OK with the current ones. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  More information and instructions if it's  new sight Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  A larger screen Ninth Grade Capital HS  touch screen Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Having one of those like pen things with a pad so you don't have to draw with your finge would be nice. Eighth Grade Reeves MS  It's 
	nothing for now Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  I enjoy the touch screen but one problem with it is when using the screen to type on schoology I can't see what what I'm typing cause it doesn't allow me to see what I am typing.Also having touch screen pens seems almost useless and unneeded. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Higher resolution and audio Eleventh Grade Capital HS  to be able to have teacher access and be able to talk to kids in private without the teacher blocking us Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  Touchscreen, a
	i dunno Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Pen in screen, its easier to use that way than your finger Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I really don't care about the displays on the teachers board, I think it is just fine. Eighth Grade Reeves MS  Sometimes the displays are finicky with the interactions, that should get fixed. Ninth Grade Capital HS  Many bigger touch screens and tablets Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Inter-activeness Ninth Grade Capital HS  I'm not sure sorry. Tenth Grade Capital HS  i don't know i don't really 
	Not all teachers have access to overhead projectors. I find that these types of projectors are easier for teachers to use to show examples, and easier for students to use when presenting. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  Mr Rae had the type of display all teachers should have Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Maybe more paper assignments since I worked on a computer all 6th grade. Seventh Grade Washington MS  I would like to keep touchscreen. Eighth Grade Washington MS  I would like the ability for them to have something 
	Tables or touch screens nice computers not this brand and have pens try apple computers Ninth Grade Olympia HS  touch screen Ninth Grade Capital HS  I do not attend in person school Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO  i dont care Eleventh Grade Capital HS  touchscreen Seventh Grade Reeves MS  Touch screen Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Whiteboards in the computer Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I don't really have much of a preference, I think teachers should be the one who get to answer these questions. Tenth Grade Avanti HS  They're 
	I can't think of anything right now. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  I don't know Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Bold letters and clear directions. Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I like the ones we have now, but anything is fine. Twelfth Grade Capital HS  I'm not sure what this question means. Eighth Grade Washington MS  I honestly don't know Sixth Grade Reeves MS  ? Eleventh Grade Capital HS  The features that I would like to see are big screen sizes because seeing the board is often difficult when in 
	 better focus, lighting is occasionally an issue when focusing on a document. sometimes Hdmi cords are faulty and dont connect to display or computers. Twelfth Grade Capital HS  they are fine for the teachors Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I think that the smart boards that some teachers have in their classrooms are very helpful to students and the teachers. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  lots of instructions Eighth Grade Washington MS  As I've seen, a whiteboard has done what it needs to do. Twelfth Grade Oly
	 tell us what to do Twelfth Grade Capital HS  that they should be easy er to use a lot of teachers mess them up. Eighth Grade Washington MS  144 hrz Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  interactive displays Ninth Grade Olympia HS  a smartboard Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  None off the top of my head. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Interactive Ninth Grade Olympia HS  None i can think of Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I'm not sure what is meant by teacher display, but if it's referring to the board, I don't think it needs any f
	none Eighth Grade Reeves MS  ... Sixth Grade Washington MS  n/a Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  not sure Seventh Grade Washington MS  Better color accuracy and clearer display Tenth Grade Capital HS  More tablet style things Seventh Grade Reeves MS  I dont really care that much, I do like sharing my work with the class though Eighth Grade Washington MS  
	Nothing Tenth Grade Capital HS  I have no notes Tenth Grade Avanti HS  I dont care about touch screen or anything, besides it add finger prints. Just make it bigger than this gosh darn 11 inch whatever. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  N/A Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  a drawing app to express our feelings through the device Sixth Grade Washington MS  
	Touch Screen, bigger so everyone can see Sixth Grade Washington MS  Touch screen capabilities so that it's more interactive, and if students want to come up and show how they got the answer(or whatever they need to do ) its much easier. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  I really love the touch screen. It is not necessary but a great feature. Eighth Grade Washington MS  touchscreen computer Ninth Grade Avanti HS  big touch screen Eighth Grade Washington MS  a pencil Ninth Grade Olympia HS  what is a teacher displa
	acsess to edit and change or move around Sixth Grade Washington MS  idk Sixth Grade Reeves MS  none Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  bigger text Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  In my experience whiteboards do fine, especially with projectors, and any "smartboards" that are used by teachers are used almost explicitly in the same way as a whiteboard is. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Interactive screens would be cool. Also bring back the old cameras, the teachers miss them and don't like the new ones :( Tenth Grade Capital HS 
	 What we are using right now is just fine, at least from my perspective. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I like the whiteboards with projectors. Not as buggy and work perfectly fine. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  I have not idea what you mean by that so I'm not sure Eighth Grade Washington MS  nothing Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  Video Tenth Grade Capital HS  I want it to be able to  act as a digital whiteboard while also being a screen. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  they can have whatever they want as long as it he
	Idk I'm not a teacher Tenth Grade Avanti HS  Teachers and students being able to interact with the display using touch or interactive pens. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Less tech and more hands on Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I don't know Touch screen? Sixth Grade Washington MS  unsure Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  None Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Not sure Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I dont know I am not a teacher. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  what are teacher displays Eighth Grade Thurgood Mars
	does not really matter as long as it's bright enough, big enough and, good enough screen quality to see. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  i want my wife and kids back Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  touchscreen Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  i dont know Eighth Grade Reeves MS  dont care Tenth Grade Olympia HS  As long as there is some way to interact, such as the screen being projected on a white board so one can write on it, is somewhat helpful. I know that the smart boards at Jefferson MS, where I went to middle school,
	Just for it to be bigger Eighth Grade Washington MS  Touch screen. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Better touchscreen Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Nothing I have in mind. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  I don't know Sixth Grade Washington MS  nothing, everything’s fine the way it is Ninth Grade Olympia HS  sentences spaced out Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  i DON'T CARE Ninth Grade Olympia HS  i´m not sure Ninth Grade Olympia HS  idk Tenth Grade Capital HS  Widescreen Tenth Grade Olympia HS  uhhhhhhhhhhhhh idk Ninth Grade Thu
	Nothing. Sixth Grade Washington MS  To actually lets us student have some free time on testing days Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Projector attachment? Fifth Grade ORLA/VAO  none its good as it is Tenth Grade Olympia HS  to show what they are doing on there cumputer. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Faster loading speeds. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  i like the ones they have now they are cool Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  IDK Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Nothing Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  unsure Sixth Grade Th
	I don't know but things that are fun and not to much work Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Nothing Sixth Grade Reeves MS  I have to be able to see them from the back of the classroom. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  idk Tenth Grade Capital HS  Maybe good internet. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Nothing much. :) Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  A pen which can write and interact with color settings. A ipad which can interact as well. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  idk Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I think its just fine Twelfth Grade 
	touch screens would be nice Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  bigger words Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Bigger words Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  IDK Eighth Grade Washington MS  Be able to have an interactive pen to explain things more thoroughly or show us something easier. If you have an interactive pen, kids can also interact with the class and explain their thinking by writing it on the board. Tenth Grade Capital HS  mid big Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO  i like touch screens and you can turn it into a tablet i do NOT li
	Helping us more and explaining things a little slower Tenth Grade Olympia HS  If the teacher is happy with their display the lesson seems to improve, get teachers the display they would like Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  How to do something, maybe how to make it fun. Having explainations. Sixth Grade Washington MS  It might be nice to have the screen slightly higher if possible. If you're sitting in the back of the class, or sometimes even the second row, it can be hard to see the screen, so raising it up a bi
	I don't go into school, I am on Iconnect. Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  none Twelfth Grade ORLA/VAO  Same as it always is they all have some sort of apple product or a windows laptop so its fine just id say they should all at least have windows because apples navigating is so much more confusing than windows. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  being able to see Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing in particular Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  Nothing Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  easy way to talk to teacher Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall M
	I'm an online learner so it again, does not matter to me. Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO  a meme calendar and free USB s. also an option to shut off securly Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  touch screen and drawing capabilities Seventh Grade Reeves MS  none Ninth Grade Capital HS  Do not know Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  a better way to project when writing notes. i’ve had teachers hookup ipads with apple pencils and that is very helpful. to have a clear picture that is large and easy to read helps out a lot Tenth Grade Ol
	 
	 
	 
	What types of resources for learning and/or research would you like to have access to?  Ipads to take notes on Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Advanced math text books Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Physical and digital are both good, but for assignments that aren’t all done in school digital will be a better alternative Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I would love to have access to more paper things. online options don't work for me. Ninth Grade Capital HS  Any Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Unsure Tenth Grade Olympia HS  i learn b
	i dont know Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I think having both online and regular textbooks/materials is good, because some students learn better when they are actually holding the materials, while others like having everything online. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Idk Tenth Grade Capital HS  I think schoology is good Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Certain social media platforms? Tenth Grade Capital HS  I'd like the library to have a larger budget to be able to buy more books. Id also like for us to have a Grammerly
	cool math games Sixth Grade Jefferson MS Being able to do notes more online to reduce pain of medical issues. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS more google sights Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS A lot Seventh Grade Capital HS Don't need any Tenth Grade Olympia HS cool math games Seventh Grade Washington MS zoom Ninth Grade Capital HS In school we do it almost all online. So everything is there. But for people who have a hard time with reading, a reading out loud function would be great Twelfth Grade Olympia HS t
	Cool Math Games Eleventh Grade Capital HS nothing that I know of Eleventh Grade Capital HS I don't know Seventh Grade Washington MS kami Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS Just less things block Seventh Grade Reeves MS Please no more online based curriculum it is so difficult Twelfth Grade Olympia HS More group projects/assignments where we work with other students Eighth Grade Jefferson MS I would like all assignments to always be posted on schoology, even if they are handed in in class. Tenth Grade Olympi
	idk Eighth Grade Reeves MS More resourful websites Seventh Grade Washington MS actually have access to websites because it’s so restrictive that i sometimes can’t do my assignments because the website is blocked. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS I don't know Tenth Grade Capital HS Google classroom Ninth Grade Capital HS I understand that this form is to see what the students want so you can decide where to put money toward, but OHS is already very privileged and we have many valuable resources. Something that shou
	TANKS more TANKS EVERY WHERE Sixth Grade Reeves MS  The ones I have, I guess, doesn't the OSD computers already have access to every educational website? Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  IDK Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  Gale Power Search already installed on the chrome book so we don't have to go to the portal Ninth Grade Capital HS  Educational websites for research, I like how Schoology has been working this year and last year as an online learning platform. Flipgrid is also really nice for classes where 
	Schoolbased stuff. Like when we have to do a report and we have to look things up but the school won't allow you to look up school project based work. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Play store, more education games, let you chat online, thats it for now Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  any and all that I can use Sixth Grade Washington MS  Easier to access research platforms (the one on the website in the library is hard to find) Eleventh Grade Capital HS  I'm not sure, but I think that it is good to learn in person bu
	Just to have the teachers put assiments in schoology Sixth Grade Washington MS  IXL and Web assign Tenth Grade Olympia HS  No more paper worksheets or the like Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  Links the teacher gives us for resources Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I would like all blocked websites unblocked Sixth Grade Washington MS  none Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Using different platforms required in work place Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  again, I don't really need anymore recorces, and don't have much of an opinion on this
	VAO Tenth Grade ORLA/VAO  I think that things like teaching videos for math and classes like that could help lots of kids work faster and more efficiently but its also important to still have textbooks and things because those are still very handy and good for learning while taking a break from screens. Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  Google Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  I like physical copies of assignments. For example a printout with the description of the assignment as well as the material that needs to be compl
	I’m not sure Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I would like access to purchasable cheap earbuds or headphones at the student store Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I don´t like online resources, usually too confusing to have to figure out random different platforms that all teachers are trying to use. textbook is the way to go. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Google cause lets be honest everybody cheated during online learning so it shouldn’t be a big deal when we come back in person Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  N/A Ninth Grade Capi
	I would like to have access to translate Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I would prefer most things to be in a physical format rather than on a chromebook/other device Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I would like to have a wider rang of what languages I can learn, I want to learn ASL but Spanish is the only option for this high school. Tenth Grade Avanti HS  Less restrictions on Chromebooks. They're too locked down. They're capable of much more than the school allows, and at times it feels like a schoology-book rather t
	an online option available in case of a covid outbreak or soemthing so its easy to switch between in person and online Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  games,code combat... Sixth Grade Reeves MS  ? Eleventh Grade Capital HS  Any type of research platform. Tenth Grade Capital HS  I think that iPads are pretty nice when doing research but if everyone has a touch screen it would be fine. Tenth Grade Capital HS  something fun Ninth Grade Capital HS  It would be nice to have access to the curriculum from home so if so
	not being restricted on youtube and being able to accses more sites. Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  idk Eighth Grade Washington MS  Things like adobe services, would be cool for some of the more advanced work I'm doing in some of my classes, but I've been able to supplement them Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Its all ok so far Ninth Grade Capital HS  all Seventh Grade Washington MS  A computer Ninth Grade Olympia HS  None, it's fine for me. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  don't care Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Less on
	better head phones Eighth Grade Washington MS  3090 Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  more textbooks Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  None I can think of. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  none Seventh Grade Washington MS  Chromebook which I already do Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I think I already have everything I need (Textbooks, access to the internet, family and friends). Eleventh Grade Capital HS  More hands on learning while still having the ability to do work online if absent Tenth Grade Capital HS  Google things like d
	Art/Graphic design software Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  More art sites Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  ??? Sixth Grade Washington MS  idk Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  I would like more kahoots Seventh Grade Reeves MS  I think what I have now is nice Eighth Grade Washington MS  More teachers to translate assignments into the online format so less papers and easier when a student is sick. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Physical copies of textbooks Tenth Grade Capital HS  Time4Learning. It got blocked and it was my learnin
	less restrictions on YouTube for research Ninth Grade Capital HS  Schoology and Google classroom... Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  blocks, cards, graph paper, books, flash cards. Eighth Grade Reeves MS  The sites that the teachers assign. (sometimes they are blocked) Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  app store Sixth Grade Washington MS  I don't know Sixth Grade Washington MS  Securly has blocked many site that shouldn't be blocked, such as the supply lists for school, google earth, science and math websites the teach
	i think we should use paper sometimes too, we have too much screentime everyday and its incredibly bad for our development. I feel like it will never stop unless you guys leave our chromebooks alone and stop making it more convenient to use computers only. Eighth Grade Washington MS  cool math games. Tenth Grade Capital HS  i want more websites like Kami or Illustrative Mathematics ( or better than those ) because i like the way you can interact instead of looking back and forth from your computer to the pi
	Books in other languages would be awesome when it comes to learning foreign languages. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I have no idea Ninth Grade Capital HS  Maybe I could do more assignments online so I don´t have a bunch of work after returning from school when I was previously sick. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Google Classroom, it's not blocked on the computer or anything but I strongly prefer Google Classroom over Skyward. However, I'm not sure if Skyward something the district or school choose. Seventh Grade Ree
	I would like to have links to many sources for research projects. Seventh Grade Reeves MS  More access to actual educational content that is not youtube based Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  It would be nice to have access to articles on news sites like the New York Times that require subscriptions Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  online books Tenth Grade Capital HS  a way to communicate with friends in school outside of classrooms, like a website. Seventh Grade Reeves MS  no stupid securly blocking half our [expletive] 
	YouTube videos, online documents, online textbooks from a variety of authors who have diverse backgrounds and different ethnicities, gender identities, sexual orientations, etc, organized lists of reliable sources for a variety of subjects that can be added to by students and teachers alike. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I'm good with what I have. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Career-specific guidance, I have narrowed my future career goals to a kind of career, but not at a specific company/location. Twelfth Grade 
	everything i need Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  None Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Anything Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  certain youtube videos. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  bing Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Grammerly Sixth Grade Reeves MS  N/A Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Craigslist. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  Teacher led videos Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  nothing in particular Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  i want 8k fortnite sexy Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  [student name]is in jams Eight
	kami Eighth Grade Reeves MS  stop being lazy and using schoology Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I like actually having physical textbooks. Finding stuff in the online ones is a lot harder and reading for a long time from a computer screen isn't very good. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  access to more databases because a lot of websites that contain a gold mine of resources for projects or game design work or just for research to better understand topics to have better work on them. Tenth Grade Capital HS  I think resou
	I dont know Eighth Grade Washington MS  youtube, wikapedia Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Paper learning resources Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  online text books Ninth Grade Capital HS  I think I have access to everything I need to. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  more  learrning too  read Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO  I have everything that I need Sixth Grade Washington MS  mostly chromebook Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I don't know what's available or options Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  NOT ONLINE Ninth Grade Olympia HS  quizlet, khan
	none Ninth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  A computer paper and pencil is fine. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Global DJ Broadcast ( Vibbidi) Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  bring back coolmathgames and stop restricting youtube there were videos i wanted to watch for a project but they were blocked by the system. Just don't restrict access at all Tenth Grade Olympia HS  more video games and more freedom about what we are doing on  the cumputer. I would like no teachers to look at what I'm doing. Ninth Grade Olym
	skyward Sixth Grade Reeves MS  More interactive things. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  idk Tenth Grade Capital HS  Anything appropriate for children/kids. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Um, nothing much. :) Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  I have a chrome book. Eighth Grade Reeves MS  A personal ipad since a ipad can be used for a lot more things and is much more efficient in my opinion. A better chromebook or laptop, the school laptop is very problematic, if we had a laptop which was much more efficient and easy to use it w
	little alchemy, IXL, prodigy membership, minecraft education, generation genius membership, robotics to check out, ipads to check out for special projects Sixth Grade Reeves MS  Many websites are blocked that could be useful during research. It is good to have a limitation on what students can look at, but in all honesty its a little bit overboard. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  no opinion Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Agendas and current work up on the internet so they can be accessed from home. I'm sick of online c
	I think that if more things are on paper it will be easier for the students and the teacher. Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  i am fine of what i can have access to. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  text books and really anything on paper. although I do like having a few virtual racecourses Seventh Grade Washington MS 
	I think teachers should teach the way they prefer. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Better chromebooks Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Videos of content in class- especially for math Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  whatever the teacher think Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I would like ridiculous websites that are blocked for no reason (that gives no explanation to it being blocked) to stop being blocked. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Don't know Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  One suggestion I have is for math, 
	nothing Tenth Grade Capital HS  less blocked sits Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  No fear translation Ninth Grade Capital HS  More interactive learning tools Fifth Grade Boston Harbor ES  spotify or any music even sound  cloud Fifth Grade Pioneer ES  I would like securely to be loosened a bit so i can have access to other resources Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO  everything that helps with research Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  books Ninth Grade Olympia HS  i just use edgenuity Twelfth Grade ORLA/VAO  idk Ninth Grade Olympia H
	teacher notes. links to the searches. verified emails to teachers i can ask questions. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  idk Ninth Grade Capital HS  none Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO  Maybe more online learning Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I'm fine with how it is. Seventh Grade Washington MS  duolingo Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I can not think of any. Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO  Many YouTube videos that teachers assign are labeled restricted and can't be accessed on the school Chromebooks. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I l
	I would like to have access to any resources  that would be help for assignments that need research. Eighth Grade Washington MS  I have a good amount of resourses Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  inkitt.com wattpad.com those are reading sites or coolmath.com or hoodamath.com these games probably not important but hey who doesnt like games and having security doesnt help it can also cause kids to have anxiety , oof Tenth Grade Capital HS  What, if anything, could the district purchase or provide to help yo
	Chrombooks that have bigger screens Twelfth Grade Capital HS  ? Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  RGB and normal mouses (normal for photosensitive people) Eighth Grade Reeves MS  i dont know more books Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I think good wifi/internet is important - I know it's hard to have a strong enough wifi that supports thousands of students on their digital devices at once, but it's important when most of our work is there. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Maybe for some students who need it a tablet to d
	course, and to little of another. It would also be nice to have reccomended workouts. If this is possible, that would be amazing. Thanks. Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  Nothing comes to mind. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing really, I'm perfectly happy here, Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I think that you already do a great job. Ninth Grade Capital HS  a mouse for my computer so I can right click Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  I feel safe even with nothing added Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I don't know. Sev
	A mouse instead of using the key pad but thats not really that important Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  nothing that I can think of. Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  there isnt anything Tenth Grade Capital HS  No Eleventh Grade Capital HS  Frankly, I think there's a bit too much investment in "safety." When we say safety, we all to often mean surveillance or control. My parents have told me that my entire search history gets emailed to them every week. That's a bit much. What about students that are looking into queer res
	Dog Tenth Grade Capital HS  I feel good with what the district already has. Tenth Grade Capital HS  im not sure Eighth Grade Reeves MS  Idk Ninth Grade Capital HS  idk Eighth Grade Reeves MS  No. Tenth Grade Capital HS  boost the internet Eighth Grade Washington MS  Delete your SecurLy account and invest more in other things. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  A real climbing wall, a pool, a stadium, and IPads to rent, Ninth Grade Capital HS  Resources toward combatting racial and sexual discrimination. Eleventh Grade
	nothing in pitcutlar Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing I'm doing good Sixth Grade Washington MS  TANKS AND BOMBER PLANES Sixth Grade Reeves MS  I feel fine for now. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing really, I guess. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I think it's good Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  N/A Ninth Grade Capital HS  I don't have a opinion . Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Maybe something in the bathroom like a security camera. I know it's illegal but still it would be nice to make me feel safe. Ninth Grade Olympi
	I need a touch screen computer that is flip able please. An emergency phone. I think thats it for now. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  No comment Sixth Grade Washington MS  Not sure Eleventh Grade Capital HS  idk Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  An emergency phone and safer web search, bullying Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  No Tenth Grade Capital HS  I get bullied a lot Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Hotspots for every student Ninth Grade Olympia HS  More security cameras in the back of the school. Fifth Grade Centennial ES  I ca
	Nothing Sixth Grade Washington MS  none Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I wish our moral as a school was better, administation shoves all theses issues down my throught, and its annoying, stressful, and feels like no change is actually being done. I wish we could just make sports, band, and verious other extra curiculars more reconized, and have the school get more involved for fun. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I think we have enough recorces to keep me safer digitally, emotionally, and physically. Eighth Grade Reeve
	I think everyone receiving the same model of chrome book (I think that's a touchscreen) would be good so that we all have the same capabilities with our devices Twelfth Grade Avanti HS  Nothing Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  It would be good to have physical clocks in the classroom. More safety precautions for any possible disasters. Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  No Seventh Grade Washington MS  If there was an email students could email if there is something uncomfortable online (i.e. someone's being creepy etc) E
	I would like less digital usage Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Canceling subscription to securly Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  N/A Ninth Grade Capital HS  Fidgets and Apple brand tablets and computers or tablets with the computer key pad so they would be smaller and lighter. And not weigh my backpack down so mush I already Carry a lot around every day. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  not hing Ninth Grade Capital HS  nothing Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I don’t know Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO  I would prefer it if the chromebo
	to limiting the usefulness of a mobile device in the classroom, also promotes the usage of mobile devices for non-classroom activities, because if a teacher allows students to be using their phones for research on a class topic, but they are unable to connect, they are much more likely to be using their phone to play games/be off task. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I mean, I don't think there are elevators for disables or hard of walking people- but there might.  (Not really a thing to help feel safer)  Only o
	I feel safe at school with everything. Eighth Grade Washington MS  Have an hybrid school option Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  stress balls fidget Spinners fidget so that like people don't be like anxious all the time and they can focus on something else Sixth Grade Reeves MS  Nothing Eleventh Grade Capital HS  im fine Ninth Grade Capital HS  nothing I feel like you are doing really well Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  a mouse would be pretty great Twelfth Grade Capital HS  no comment Eighth Grade Thurgood 
	Better internet, Access to more counselors, leeway on being late to classes, the bells actually working, less homework, counselors actually taking my problems seriously instead of brushing them off and not caring. School sucks and I don't feel safe here. Ninth Grade Capital HS  GUN (thats a joke)  not mutch Seventh Grade Washington MS  IDK Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I don't know, maybe more extra chromebooks to use if you forget yours. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  chromebook chargers for each classroom. Twelfth Gra
	i feel safe already Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  If there is monitoring on our computers, maybe less of that? Ninth Grade Olympia HS  nothing Seventh Grade Washington MS  no Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Something different than chromebooks. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I would feel safer if mask-wearing regulations were enforced more harshly, as I have immuno compromised close family members. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  Chromebook cases would be nice to have. We would be able to put are charges and chromebooks i
	REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Sixth Grade Washington MS  idk Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  Maybe help provide me some testosterone once I turn 13 in October 16th, because my family won't support it Seventh Grade Washington MS  Nothing I don't think Seventh Grade Reeves MS  I feel safe already Eighth Grade Washington MS  I think having school councilors who actually check in with the students, even if the students didn't tell them that they were struggling, is import
	ipads for school Sixth Grade Washington MS  Nothing really, I am good Sixth Grade Washington MS  nothing really. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  nothing at the moment. Eighth Grade Washington MS  idk Ninth Grade Avanti HS  For teachers to communicate so we don't have a lot of assignments one week and then little to none the next. Eighth Grade Washington MS  I'm good with how it is. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  please spotify, please, it helps with the emotion part cause music is calming and it can play in the backgr
	Nothing. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing Tenth Grade Capital HS  This doesn't apply to me personally, but I have known students who have gotten their bikes stolen of school grounds, it would be great if there was some kind of locking system to protect the bikes of students who use them for transportation to school. Digital bike locks you can rent connected to your school pin or something of that nature. Eleventh Grade ORLA/VAO  I don't know if this counts, but I think credit waivers for COVID graduates are 
	Nothing is needed Ninth Grade Capital HS  Make it so more homework can be done in class. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Maybe some better buses. Or bigger ones. I usually have to sit next to someone on the bus and it is definitely not three feet apart. Also my bus has seat belts that resemble baby seats rather than usual seat belts, that I strongly doubt any middle or high schooler could fit into. Seventh Grade Reeves MS  outside classes / meetups available for covid cautious or high risk students/families - covid
	I feel fine Eighth Grade Reeves MS  I am fine and feel safe now Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Possibly gender neutral bathrooms for trans people :) Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Something that would make me feel safer is if we had the ability to delete historys and had extra security on passwords Eighth Grade Reeves MS  nope, just took this survey cause i was bored Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  It would be nice for the school wifi to not block the use of music apps such as spotify, amazon music, soundcloud
	none Tenth Grade Olympia HS  No Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  Access to WiFi from non-school devices, I was effectively forced to check-out a chromebook from the school to order to do schoolwork. While the chromebook works perfectly and meets my needs, I already have a home laptop that I have to worry about damaging. I do not need to be stressed about the damage of two computers. So I would rather my personal laptop be able to connect to the school WiFi. Otherwise, I feel safe from a digital, physical, and em
	unsure Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Nothing Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Nothing much personally Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Not really. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  better pizzaria at a lucha Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  I honestly feel safe so i have no need to comment.. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  On line counseling services Sixth Grade Reeves MS  N/A Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  The district is doing all they can to provide safety in all the listed areas. Eleventh Grade Avant
	nothing Eighth Grade Reeves MS  ur homeroom system sucks, change it. nobody participates and were always on our phones. it shows ur boring us, and its a waste of time. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I honestly think that the current measures are perfectly fine, although I would prefer if masks weren't mandatory during aerobic activity because it kind of suffocates you when you try to breath hard through the mask. Tenth Grade Capital HS  I would look into switching from Securly (much more invasive to student privac
	I dont know Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  flipgrid should be illegal Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing:) Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Remove Securly and get a better... "Blocking App".  Securly is for one bad at its one soul purpose I've seen people very easily get by it. Although that is not the end of the world, it does tend to block random things, for example you can't look up Netflix like at all. I needed the Netflix logo for a project image and Securly was just like nope. I kinda laughed at first like
	nothing, i already feel safe Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Make sure students wear masks correctly. Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  not sure Eleventh Grade Avanti HS  Better alert systems for announcements/emergencies in music rooms. It's so loud in there because people are playing their instruments that we often miss announcements. If we were to go into lockdown it's possible the music students would have no idea. Tenth Grade Capital HS  A STYLUS Ninth Grade Olympia HS  i like to be alone most of the time it realy dep o
	not really Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  I don't think so. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  VPN Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  mabey Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Nothing really Fifth Grade Roosevelt ES  No Fifth Grade McLane ES  no Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  nothing Sixth Grade Reeves MS  I would like service dogs to be seen and allowed more in school because I know how much my friends and I need our service dog. I'm working on getting an service dog someday for my blackouts and my anxiety attacks. 
	idk Ninth Grade Olympia HS  not as many online assignments its stressful Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I would feel safer in the environment if most of the buildings had solar panels. Fifth Grade Centennial ES  No anonymity for cyberbullying Sixth Grade Washington MS  No I do not think Fifth Grade LP Brown ES  puppies and kittens Sixth Grade Reeves MS  nothing Tenth Grade Olympia HS  maybe like a key/card that every student/staff member has so they can open outside doors during school hours, and make the school
	Not a thing Eighth Grade Washington MS  School bike racks. Good working, fresh water fountains. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Perhaps more places for students to stand outside if it's raining. During lunch, or if you by chance get to school before that doors open and it's raining, you have no choice but to stand under the cover at the entrace or stand under the cover where the bike racks are. This makes everyone not social distanced, and some kids don't wear masks.  Sixth Grade Washington MS  to have access to th
	I don't know Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing more Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I feel that my school is safe and can't think if anything to help me at the moment. Sixth Grade Washington MS  I'd say to just continue investing in secure software that prevents hacking of cameras/student info as best as possible. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  to have a place to go to when im feel like i need to be away from people or about to have a meltdown. Tenth Grade Capital HS  spotify Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  No, you guys a
	idk Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Honestly as I was talking about before windows laptops would be so much better and easier than Chromebooks because the ui and everything is so much easier to navigate and easier to get places in the computer faster than Chromebooks Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Headphones the small personal ones and computer wipes Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  counsolor access that actual wants to help. teachers who respond. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  im fine Ninth Grade Capital HS  none Sixth Gr
	an ipad with a keyboard Seventh Grade Reeves MS  none Ninth Grade Capital HS  Do not know Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  I already feel pretty safe when I'm online on school computers. Eighth Grade Washington MS  A gender neutral bathroom. Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  phones for kids that dont have any or offer a program ill feel safer if i had a phone to contact people with in case of emergency , just saying Tenth Grade Capital HS 
	 
	What investments would you like to see the district make in a technology and safety initiative?  Idk Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  the district should invest in many online free speech programs. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Technology that allows for faster communication between students and staff, and improves the interface for in class and out of class work. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  new student issued computers. the computers we have now are not working well because they are old. Ninth Grade Capital HS   
	blocking more online pirated gaming sites Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Better tech resources Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Better laptops Tenth Grade Olympia HS  none Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  good video and music editing software Ninth Grade Olympia HS  do a better job at maintaining the tech in the classrooms. Twelfth Grade Capital HS  ? Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  please make sure the Internet works at school. I have had multiple days this week where I was unable to get school work done because the school Internet 
	As far as my own school goes, I don't see much of an issue, personally. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Nothing else, just what I already said Eleventh Grade Capital HS  smart phones and devices Ninth Grade Olympia HS  A bit more help for vao and orla students would be great. Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO  Just constantly improving chrome books. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Just being able to add google extensions.. Seventh Grade  Get (preferably windows) devices that allow me to open more than 3 tabs and good word prossing so
	None Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Wifi 6 availability and wifi 6 capable devices Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  i don't know Seventh Grade Washington MS  Mice for the computer Ninth Grade Capital HS  getting rid of securly Eighth Grade  I am not sure at this point. Ninth Grade Capital HS  \_('u')_/ Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO  Smart boards for the teachers Tenth Grade Capital HS  Chromebook cases and other accessories. Seventh Grade Washington MS  to have charging stations around the school to keep your Chromebook in. Tent
	More chargers Eleventh Grade Capital HS  I don't know Seventh Grade Washington MS  none Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  None Seventh Grade Reeves MS  More to prevent an intruder Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  nothing really Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  Advocate for free public broadband in the city Tenth Grade Capital HS  Using technology for more interactive assignments. Tenth Grade Capital HS  USB plug i webcam Eighth Grade Reeves MS  Better Chromebooks Ninth Grade Capital HS  better wifi Eighth Grade Reeves
	I would like to see more books in the library and also to have a community club for people who don't feel accepted. Tenth Grade Capital HS  Bell systems that actually work on a regular basis Twelfth Grade Capital HS  Teach us taxes Ninth Grade Capital HS  I don’t have any specifics, but we should focus more on emotional and social safety rather than technology. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I believe that there should be more career focused classes Seventh Grade Washington MS  All I have said is what should be
	Im not sure Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  Bio-metric recognition to enter school building Ninth Grade Capital HS  I would like to see them invest in science equipment's. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Not sure Eighth Grade Reeves MS  LINUX ENABLED Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I long for paper/packet homework, but, yes, the technology is fine. Although, in my opinion, Schoology is so much more difficult than Google Classroom. Sixth Grade Washington MS  I think our technology is pretty good as is. I think giving resources to
	stop securly, it doesn't work, it just blocks sites that I actually use Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  safer web search Sixth Grade Jefferson MS  Headphones Eleventh Grade ORLA/VAO  Extra chargers at school. Tenth Grade Capital HS  New smart boards and devices with Windows OS and Hotspots Ninth Grade Olympia HS  so far I feel perfectly safe and good in my school but maybe some students would like to have advanced systems for math help and writing/reading help. Also maybe some sort of system for if people are get
	I'm not sure Ninth Grade Capital HS  Tablets and more screens in classrooms Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Better chairs. They hurt a lot of peoples back. We could also do more standing activities. Tenth Grade Capital HS  i don't know Seventh Grade Jefferson MS  I think we should get new chromebooks EVENTUALLY, but I know these are relatively new and were expensive! They are just slow and can be difficult to use. Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  I am not really sure Sixth Grade Washington MS  seems fine to me Tenth Gr
	I want the district to continue with adding new technology wile focusing a little more on safety. Also, PLEASE, block the snake game. It is all people do in class Ninth Grade Capital HS  Hybrid. no more character strong Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  Nothing I can think of. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS  I dont know Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Better technology that isn't buggy. Sixth Grade Washington MS  Maybe higher quality tech Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  I would like to see new outer case bags for the chro
	reliable networking, devices, and other systems Ninth Grade Capital HS  I don’t know Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO  PRIVACY! I feel like I need to get my own laptop to even feel secure using it. Eleventh Grade Capital HS  nothing else. Seventh Grade Reeves MS  Make a better bus routes. Tenth Grade Olympia HS  Mostly what I said about the wifi issues in the previous slide. Eleventh Grade Olympia HS  Making it easier for disables/hard of walking people to go up floors. An upgrade to our vending machines. Tenth Grade A
	Hmm... I suppose classes? I'm not really sure. Twelfth Grade Capital HS  I would like to see ALL of the schools to have the same access to things because right now my school has so much more than what other middle schools have, so if there could just be a more equal distribution between the schools that would be really nice. Eighth Grade Washington MS  don't know Sixth Grade Reeves MS  Nothing Eleventh Grade Capital HS  I would like to see investments in school issued laptops that are bigger and more up to 
	idk Eighth Grade Washington MS  On some classes, specifically some of the arts classes, there are new modes of art that are not accessible in these classes (I.E. digital art) Twelfth Grade Olympia HS  BETTER COMPUTERS AND INTERNET PLEASE Ninth Grade Capital HS  none Seventh Grade Washington MS  IDK Ninth Grade Olympia HS  I don't know. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Teach students how to build personal computers, it's an easy way to save money as well as being an integral part of society in the future. Twelfth Gra
	I would like the district to make investment in faster laptops Ninth Grade Olympia HS  i don't know i feel like its fine how it already is Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS  Just monitoring less of our computers would help me feel safer. Ninth Grade Olympia HS  Make sure school property is being used properly Tenth Grade Olympia HS  I'm already very happy the air filters were added to classrooms, but something the school could do is provide N95 and NIOSH approved masks to students, as they are much safer th
	mouse Tenth Grade Capital HS Drawing tablets & stylus's to check out in our school library Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Sixth Grade Washington MS idk Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO To keep checking in with students, and providing them with things they need that they might not be able to afford/get in general Seventh Grade Washington MS I don't know Seventh Grade Reeves MS I dont know Eighth Grade Washington MS Nothing Tenth Grade Capital HSI can't think of much right now Tenth Grade Avanti 
	Please use some common sense and try to use small test groups before making any big decisions Eleventh Grade Olympia HS macbooks Sixth Grade Washington MS Idk Sixth Grade Washington MS better technology equipment or more ways to deal with technology issues. No offense, but it took 4 people coming into my classroom for testing on October 5th to help kids with loading the test site. 4 people. If there were better ways, apps, servers, (i think more servers) or whatever to help people with those types of issues
	Give everyone the same computer Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS more touch screen devices. Sixth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS better food Sixth Grade Jefferson MS Better WiFi for sure. In the 800 hall I have a hard time opening anything ever and the other day, in the 100 hall, the WiFi was completely out. I couldn't even open Schoology to do my assignments. Tenth Grade Olympia HS macbooks instead of cchromebooks Tenth Grade Capital HS Get off of Facebook. Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS none Sixth Grade
	I don´t know, if I would want to invest. Tenth Grade Capital HS continue with chromebooks for all students, meetups or synchronous learning for highrisk families Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO hepa filters online classes Twelfth Grade Avanti HS I do not know Ninth Grade Olympia HS better computers and vpns if needed Tenth Grade Avanti HS mac book airs Tenth Grade Olympia HS I don't know Sixth Grade Washington MS nothing Tenth Grade Capital HS I would like more computer chargers in the classrooms. Seventh Grade Reev
	buy some bitcoin Ninth Grade Olympia HS I actually don't have anything so i don't know Eighth Grade Washington MS none Sixth Grade Jefferson MS Stylus Tenth Grade Capital HS bigger screen chromebook Fifth Grade ORLA/VAO I think the district should invest in better website management since some important resources are blocked while other very inappropriate websites are unblocked. Ninth Grade Olympia HS More chromebook chargers at school that fit our chromebooks in case someone forgets theirs. Also a couple m
	I would like a better school bus system. I know that the district is short on drivers right now, so I have some sympathy, but the shortages are still canceling some routes. Personally, I drive to school every day and the large buses make it difficult to arrive on time due to the traffic they create. I am lucky that I can afford to drive to school, the current school bus system feels unreliable at best for both its passengers and others. I would like to see an investment in alternatives to school buses, like
	None Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS Not sure Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS I dont know. Sixth Grade Jefferson MS bring back corflex time at Marshal Middle School Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS Continue sending Securly weekly Sixth Grade Reeves MS N/A Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS An step forward rather, not an investment in my opinion shouldn't be necessary through the eyes that belong to me which see that the district is fine as is however I will be leaving the district in less than two years
	nothing Eighth Grade Reeves MS no Tenth Grade Olympia HS Teachers should zoom in on what they're showing us more so it is easier to see Twelfth Grade Olympia HS I don't have any suggestions or opinions on this topic. Tenth Grade Capital HS Check out my previous response: Look into Cisco Umbrella as a filter instead of Securly  Past response: I would look into switching from Securly (much more invasive to student privacy) to Cisco Umbrella, a filter system that is much faster with the school network while be
	none really Eighth Grade Washington MS Im not sure Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS school permitted phones Ninth Grade Olympia HS I think that an issued pair of headphones or earbuds for every student is a good idea. Eighth Grade Jefferson MS nothing else Ninth Grade Avanti HS Better computers Eighth Grade Washington MS VPN's Eleventh Grade Olympia HS More device safety ie; blocking sites that steal information and built in protection from information stealing Eighth Grade Washington MS none Tenth Grade O
	I like schoology please keep it. Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO Invest in good security and alert systems. Tenth Grade Capital HS Nothing. STYLUS Ninth Grade Olympia HS idk Ninth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS ? Sixth Grade Washington MS keeping the hackers away Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS Not sure Fifth Grade ORLA/VAO More technology Eleventh Grade Capital HS invest your time on unlocking all websites Tenth Grade Olympia HS what I said to the last Q Ninth Grade Olympia HS I would like to see more Covid 19 protec
	Nothing Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS nothing Fifth Grade Roosevelt ES iPads Fifth Grade McLane ES I don' know Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS nothing Sixth Grade Reeves MS Better tech Tenth Grade Olympia HS Im fine with everything Tenth Grade Capital HS Anything? Sixth Grade Washington MS Nothing much. :) Sixth Grade Jefferson MS I want them to be full on. Not just keep it to the side but ACTUALLY listen to suggestions and make a change. It would be nice to know from students answering this survey h
	I don't think technology is that important for students to have, so probably put more investment into the safety for what tech we get to have. Seventh Grade Jefferson MS Not making all of our work and teaching be online Twelfth Grade Olympia HS Secure computers and technology. Sixth Grade Washington MS I think i am ok for now Fifth Grade LP Brown ES subtitles for audio questions Tenth Grade Olympia HS maybe buy some ipads or tablets, or computers that are little bigger with touch screens and for websites to
	personal styluses or cases for all Chromebooks Seventh Grade Washington MS wifi? ik the wifi companies suck and you might already be throwing all the money at that but wifi sucks and also its too hard to use my phone at school cuz the data is broken there and wifi is hard to log onto Eleventh Grade Olympia HS better chromebooks Eighth Grade Jefferson MS Nothing at the moment Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS I don't know Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS One thing that  doesn't really concern my safety but
	nothing Tenth Grade Capital HS unpopular opinon but safty should be lowered expect from viruses but i think pro gaming secne or rooms for practicing at the least Eighth Grade ORLA/VAO idk Seventh Grade Jefferson MS None Ninth Grade Headphones Fifth Grade Boston Harbor ES less asking for idetificasion Fifth Grade Pioneer ES I know that this is off topic but I want more air filters in classrooms. If we had those I would not be going to ORLA. Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO i dont know Seventh Grade ORLA/VAO new computer
	Computer Wipes Eighth Grade Jefferson MS up to date software Seventh Grade Thurgood Marshall MS idk Ninth Grade no input Sixth Grade ORLA/VAO Maybe some more outlets in good places so you can charge your chromebook or phone in class Tenth Grade Olympia HS better internet and mouse Ninth Grade Capital HS I'm fine with how it is. Seventh Grade Washington MS It does not matter to me. Ninth Grade ORLA/VAO High school students  in the district need better computers, we rely on them for most of our homework, espe
	good chairs Ninth Grade Capital HS Apple comp Eleventh Grade Olympia HS Do not know Seventh Grade Jefferson MS better wifi at schools. can be very spotty and makes it hard to work at times and sometimes impossible Tenth Grade Olympia HS I'm not sure what investments I would like to see the district make. Eighth Grade Washington MS Unknown Eighth Grade Thurgood Marshall MS offering programs for kids that cant afford devices :) Tenth Grade Capital HS 





